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I. DEVELOPMENT OF OUTDOOR SUBSTATIONS.

1.

Intro duct! oil.
The Outdoor SUbstation, as an essential part

of a high vo 1 tage di stri bu ti on system, has been large ly

developed during the past 12 years.

The New England

Power Company was one of the pioneers in this development,. their substation at Millbury, Massachusetts,
being one of the first outdoor substations in the north-

ern part of the country.

During the £i va years r exper-

ience with this company, the writer of this thesis,

in his position of Chief Electrical Designer, was partly
responsible for the design of all substations constructed by the company during this pe riod.. from 1916
to 1921.

Some of the more irnportan t of these installa.-

tions were: Woonsocket

SUbst~tion,

21,000

Ev.-a.

capa-

city; Adams Substation, 12,000 Kv.-a. capacity; Green-

dale Substation, 12,000 Kv.-a. capacity; Providence
Substation, 50,000 Kv.-a. capacity; Vernon SWitching
Station, 36,000 Kv.-a. capacity.

These installations

will be described later.

This the si s is an account of the davelo:pment

of the Outdoor

SUbstation~

factors to be considered in

the selection and arr8l1gement of equipment, methods of

operation, and

examp~es

o:f some of the writer's designs,

2.

of outdoor substations.
of this subject"

Because of the great breadth

its di visions

must be dealt

with briefly.
2.

Factors Causing Development of Outdoor Substations.
The first cause of de vel opnent of the outdoor

substati on was principally an economic ore in conne ction
with servi ce in the· an aJ.l c O!lSumer directly from the

high tension transmission line.

In order to provide

such service before the use of the outdoor substation,
either an indoor substation or long secondary lines
were necessary.

The cost of either method was not

justified by the probable revenue received for the service.

However, by means of the outdoor substation,

isolated customers requiring only a few hundred Kv.-a.
could be profitably served directly from high tension
transmission lines.
The problem in furnishing service to the small
consumer is to kBep to a minimum the investment in
substation equipment.

This results in a minimum in

fixed charges, interest, depreciation, taXes, insurance,
etc., which are of importance in the cost of such service.

The

00

at of general equipment fo r substations

such as transformers, oirouit breakers, lightning

arresters, etc., varies little for different types or

4.
service.

The maximum capacity then possible, about

500 Kv.-a. far self-cooled transformers, was large in
comparison to capaci ties of distributing transformers
but small in com:r:arison to pre sen t day practice.

During

the mxt three years, to 1912, more than 100 transformers with total capacity of more than 60,000 Kv.-a.
were installed in outdoor substations.

These trans-

formers had capacities up to 3,333 Kv.-a., and voltages
up to 110, 000.

This J;:eriod marks the beginning of real

acti vi ty in t he development of the outdoor substa.tion.

By 1915 there were few large transmission
com:r;e.nies which did not have at least sorm high tension
outdo-or substations; the to tal capacity of the transformers in operation being more than 300,000 Kv.-a.
lA detailed acoount of tm development since
1915 would be of great length.

A brief account of the

development of outdoor eqUipment during this period
will be gi. ven later.

Capacities

i~talled,

voltages,

am wider use of outdoor eqUipment have all been greatly
inc.reased.

The fi rat outdoor substation constructed

for 220,000 volts waS the Vaca Substation of the Pacific
Gaa and Electric Company.

operated in 1922.

This substation was first

T.'t)3 transformer aapaci ty p:lr three-

phase bank at this substation is 50,000 Kv.-a.

The total

capacity of 1ihe transformers installed at present,

5.
(1923) for 220,000 volt operation is over ?QO,OOO
Kv. -a.

A smnmati on of the pre sen t to tal c8paci ty fo r

all voltages would result in a very large figure.
present, over 80

%of

At

high voltage transformers are

being designed :Eor outdo or seni ce.
In recent years, the greatest incentive for the
development of outdo or substations .bas been economy in
interconnection of power swstams, and in distribution
of large qU'anti ties of power at high voltage.

The out-

door substation is a necessary plrt of systems whiO'h

distri. bute power at high' voltage; it bas been an important factor in making such systans possible.
3.

Development of Outdoor Equipnent.
When the advantages of tl:e outdoor substation

became' apparent, manufaoturers developed the outdoor
weather-proof' transformer which was followed by outdoor
swi tahing and protecti va equipmen t.
former eliminated the

De

The outdoor trans-

cessity of bringing the con-

ductor through two roofs, mrooly, the roof
former and the roof of

0:[

the trans-

the building. Oil circuit

breakers were developed simllar to those used for indoor service except that they bad weatherproof constru.otion and bushings.

For 1e ss expensive forms o:f

sWitching equipment, various types of air-break swi tahe.

were developed.

The protective equipment included

6.

first the. aluminum cell and the horn gap arresters,
and 1a ter the oxide film and t.l:e compressi on chamber
arresters.

The use of such equipnent soon developed from
an e:xperiment to standard engineering practice.

Wider

8p'plications of this type of equiprrent were then found.

Substations of large capacity were developed, particularly ste!,'-down transformer substations used in connection
with high voltage transmission and distribution systems.

A later development was the use of tbe outdoor substation at the sending as well as at the racei ving end of
the high tension transmission line. Thus, at the power
station it is now standard practice to locate indoors:
generators, excitation system, low tension buses, low

tension oil aircui't breakers, and

an tch-board;

and to

locate outdoors: transformers, high tension buses, high
tension oil circuit breakers, and lightning arresters.
The

outdoor equ.ipment at the: pC1Ner station thus fo:rms

an outdoor step-up transformer substation.

4.

Future Development of tm Outdoor Substation.
Tba outdoor construction has thus far been

largely confined to step-down tranSbrmersnbatations,
and, to a le saer extent, to step-up tranafbrmer substations and switching stations.

A further develop-

ment seems entirely possible in the use of this method

7.

of construction :for substations for interurban railway service.

In addition to the equipment used

thus far in outdoor sUbstations, these railway
substations would contOain motor-generators or synchronous converters.

With enclosed protection which

is now given railway motors, these forms of rotating
and commutating apparatus may be

in8t~led

outdoors.

Further development of equipment would make this
possible.

There seems to be no reason why all the
main machinery of a power station, particularly a
hydro-electrio station, may not be located outdoors.
The modern umbrella-type generators furnish their
own pro tection against the- weather.

The problem

of cooling generators out of doors would be simplified.

The moisture within the machine would prob-

ably be the same, located indoors

for tvvo reasons, namely:

or outdoors,

the heat produced in the

generator would free it from moisture; in the indoor

type of machine now used, large quanti ties of outdoor air are passed through the machine in the process of cooling.

It would be best to locate the metering,
controlling, and regula ting equipment Within a snal1
bailding.

Commutating machinery as exoiters could

8.

be arranged for outdoor service as are street railway motors.

Other items of power station equipment

as transformers

t

oil circuit brealrers, ligh1Iing

arresters, buses, induction regulators are now available for outdoor service having been developed for
use in outdo or substati ons.
The attempt t a produce a power station
ha.Ving extreme flexibility has freqnently resulted
in an intrioate and costly station.

Frequently

this flexibility in connections is not justified,
beoause of possible trouble due to intricate
arrangements, and t
to high co st.

~

fixed or overhead charges d.ue

The obj ect to be sought in station

design should be to build a station of maximum

simplici ty with due regard for ne cessary o)?erating
reqUirements.

This simplici ty is one of' the most

importsn t features of the out door construction.

8-A.

5.

The Outdoor Substation in
a.

Forei~

Countries.

Conditions Favorable to ~evelopment of

Outdoor Substation.
The development of ou.tdoor su.bstations has
been most marked in countries having electrical power
systems with conoentra.ted sources of energy at considerable distanoe from the point of applioation.

As the

appreciation of oommunities for the benefits of eleotric
service has inoreased, a greater demand has developed
for servioe from" the nearby transmission lines connecting the energy sources and the points of applioation.
b.

Outdoor Substations in England.

Before the demand for outdoor equipment was

developed in England, British manufacturers began the
development and pr ad u.ct ion of outdoor equipment in order

to oompete With Continental and American producers in
foreign trade.

The application of outdoor equipment in

England was retarded because the conditions favorable
to the development of outdoor Blbstations, as noted in

paragraph (a) above, were lacking; and because the districts where power service was available were thickly
populated

and

were, therefore, unfavorable to the

development of the outdoor substation.
service companies

s:>.~ught

When the electrtie

customers in the more remote

distriots, conditions favorable for the outdoor snbstation

8-B.
developed and its use increased.

However, this station

is still less common in England than in America or in
ot~er

parts of Europe.

Its use may increase further as

the proposed super-power systems of England are d.eveloped.
c.

Outdoor Substations in Japan.

Some of the most noticeable differences between
American and Japanese practice in outdoor substation

design, are the more extensive use in Japan of
insulators and of air-break sWitches.

~in

type

Much of the

apparatus is similar to that used in -this country; this
may be partially due to the fact that the

~neral

Electrio

Company has an· interest in some of the electric power
supply companies in Japan and furnishes much of their
apparatus.

The insulators for outdoor substations in

many installations, however, have been furnished by the

Nippon Porcelain Company; it is likely that insulator
development by this oompany has been more in the line
of pin type than suspension type insulators.

However,

no definite .statement can be made regarding the univerality in Japan of certain methods which differ from
American

met~ods

as data on Japanese practice written

in English is not sufficient to indicate universal
practice.

d.

Outdoor Substations in Europe.

The presence of many Thury, high voltage,

8-C.
direct current, transmission systems in Europe has
been UllIavorable to the development of the outdoor
substation.

Commutating~paratus, which

is an essential

part of the substation equipment of the Thury system,

has not yet been developed for outdoor service.

Con-

sequently, substations in the Thury' systems must be o:f
the indoor type.

In regions where high voltage, alternating
current transmission systems are being developed, as
in France and in SWitzerland, the outdoor sUbstation

is becoming more common.

The general features of design

OI these substations are similar to features in American
practice.

In much of the reconstruction work in France,

and in,the proposed super-power system, the outdoor
substation has an important place.
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II. FIELD OF APPLICATIOl'iT OF OUTDOOR SUBSTATIONS.

1.

T1:e &ina 11 Consumer.
One

of the most important fields of appli-

cation of the outdoor substation is in serving the
sUBll consumer directly from high voltage lines.
In agricuJ.tural districts, farms, dairies, and anall
towns are thus able to have central station service
at a price generally more attractive than that fo r
service fxam an isolated plant.

In industrial

districts, factories, Without being located in a
city, can obtain central station service at a

reasonable price.

The outdoor substation will thus

have an important in:fl uence in the decen traJ. ization of our industries which will result in better
liVing conditions for the workers.

Other exampies

of this type of an application are mines, and quarries.
2.

The Switching Station.

A secondary field of application is in the

form of a switching station in connection
voltage transmission systems.

w~th

high

This may be located

at: (1) an important operating point of a system;
(2) at a junction point of several lines; (3)at a
place for interchange of power between two or more
power systems; (4) at a :point where a tap is made
from a transn ission line to a substati on which is
located at some distance from the transmission
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line; (5) at a point for sectional iz ing and reconnecting or intercormecting a double circuit
transmission line.
3.

The

Lar~

Capacity Substation.

A third f:teld of application is in large

capacity installations in connection with a high
voltage tran an iss ion

By stem.

In addi ti on to snpply-

ing a large load, this type may also have the
functions of a switching station.

This type of

substation is generally a combination of the outdoor and indoor types, a building being desirable

for part of the equipment, for the operators, and for

a place where repairs may be made.
4.

The Ele atric Railway Substation.
A fourth field of application is in electric

ra:ilway systems.

At present a large part of the

energy used on electric

railw~s

is gererated as

a1 ternating current, trananitted to substations,

where it is converted inro direct current and distributed to feeders.

For ci ty systems the outdoor

substation would not be suitable, but for interurban lines and electrified trunk: lines it haa a wide
fiel d of aJPplicati on.

6.

The Suprr-power System substation.
A fi.fth field of application is in connection
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with national or regional super power systems.

Much

preliminary work bas been dore on suah a system for

tl:e northern Atlantic states; while an actual instaJ.lation has been made in California.
\iV1:en the problem of transn itting large
blocks of power over distances exceeding 200 miles
was presented. it became eviden t that this was outside the economic :field of existing transmission
voltages.

Consequently. the highest voltage fonnerly

used in practice was increased to 220,000 which was
the first substantial increase in ten years in the
maximum voltage of pONer transmission.

After an extensi ve study and survey of the
power resources of the country, Mr. Frank G. Bamn
developed a plan in which the country would be
divided into twelve regional power districts all
of which would be interconnected with 220,000 volt

constant voltage transmission lines.

It would be

almost necessary to make the outdoor substation

part of such a plan.

It is likely that the entire

220,OOO-volt system would be of the outdoor con-

struction, both at the sending and the receiving
ends.

Doubtless •
~11y

~uper

power system Will event-

extend throughout the country.

The trtmk or
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primary transmission circuits will transmit energy,
probably at 220,000 volts, from hydro-electric

stations located at points determined by water falls,
and from thermo-electric stations, located Dear

coal mines or at points to which ooal is"readily
cheaply transported.

am

This energy will be trans-

mitted to outdoor transformer substations located
at or near loa.d centers or at a junction point of
a lower tension distribtltion system.

At these sub-

stations the voltage will be stepped down to
110,000 t

66, 000, or 33,000 vo 1 ts, etc.

t

depending

upon the extent of the load area or upon the voltage

of

too

co nne cting system.

Nearby generating sta-

tions will also supply energy to this secondary
transmission system which will serve directly the
large consumer and in sane cases the small or medium
sized consumer by means of outdoor substations.
This EWstem will also supply energy to distributing
substations which in turn will distribute energy at
a lower voltage? 13,200, 4,400, 2,300 etc., 'depend-

ing upon the area served by each substation.

Inter-

connections with other large systems will be made
on the high voltage primary transmission system in
order to gain advantages of economical interchange
of energy at high voltage over long distances.

TJ::e outdoor substation will thus bave an

important part in tls developman't of a national. power
system •.
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III. ADVANTAGES OF mE OillDOOR SUBSTATION.

1.

Low First Cost.
A definite comparison of first costs of

indoor and outdoor substations is difficult due to

the fact that costs are dependent upon local conditions, and upon the funetion and the design of
the station.

The difference in the costs of the

indoor and outdoor substations increases as the

voltage increases.
2.

Simplicity in Construction and Owration.

One of the principal results of the outdoor
type of construction is simplicity.

Because of

the absenoe of elaborate and oomplicated arrange-

ments of equipment, highly skilled men are not reqUired to keep the apparatus in working condi tiona

This simplicity also results in fewer mistakes in
operation.
3.

Ease of Enlarganent. or Al teration.
The

0

lIt do or s 'Obstati on (Jan be la id out,

especially if the unit-type system is followed,
so that it can be extended indefinitely without increase in the initial expense greater than that re-

quired for the initial installation.

For an indoor

type of substation, if provision is made for future
extension, generally the bUildirg must be made
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larger than that required for the initial installa-

tion.
charge.

This results in an increased investment

•

The investment cbarge for tJ::e outdoor type

o:f station is a minimum for the initial insta11a-'
tion; and for each extension as the load increases,

the investment cbarge is proportional only to the
extension at a given time.
4.

Less Communication of Trouble.
Because of the greater spacing between con-

ductors and equipment, less damage is done to nearby apparatus when one part :fails.

In the indoor

type of station, a failure of one piece of apparatus

frequently aauses fa Uure in the adjacen t piece,
and thus the process continues.

An explosion is

less confined in the outdoor type station and its
effects are less disastrous.

5.

Less Fire Hazard.
In the outdoor

ty~

of station a fire in a

piece of ap paratus, or in a part of the station,
is more easily confined to the place where it started.
6.

Ease of Making Repairs.
Equipment can be easily, quickly, and com-

paratively cheaply repaired and put back into service in the minimum. t:ime.

Thus, the time when it

is not pro dncing revenue as wall as the time when
the service may be interru.pted or impaired is a.
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minimum.
l].

~ss

Time Required for Providi.rJg Service.

FreqQently, when a customer deoides that he
requires central station eernee, he wants it as
soon as possible.

Also there may be cases of em-

ergency where a pri vate plant has been destroyed
ani where the emstomer is without power service.
The time required to design and to install a substation of the outdoor type is much less than that
required for the indoor type.
S.

Increased Safety to Opyrators.
Because of the greater spacing, and of less

con£inement in case of an explosion of an oil sWitch
or lightning arrester, the danger to the operators
who mB¥ be nearby is less in the outdoor station
than in the. indoor station.

9.

Overload Possibilities in Winter.
In most power s;stems, the peak load oome s

during the winter.

T.be maximum allowable load on·

a piece of apparatus depends upon its temparature.
If the cooling effect can be increased, due to a
cooler surrounding atmosphere, the allowa.ble load.
can be increased.

Consequently, if the equipment

is outdoors, the power ol.Itput during cold weather
may be im,reased.
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10.

Increased Salvage Value.
If service supplied by an outdoor substation

is to be discontinued, or if the station is to
be moved, there is consi derable salvage value.

The

steel freme'WOrk oan be taken down, by removing bolts,
and reassembled in a new location with but little
loss.

If an indoor station is moved, most of the

bUilding is a loss.

This advantage is of importance

in snpplying service to lumber camps, quarries,
mines, etc., where VIiOrk is of a temporary orc.hang-

ing nature.
11.

Res-dill AdaJ2table to Loaal Condi tiona.
Topographical condit ions, as for example

a hillside ,may be such that an indoor type of sta-

tion is economically impossible.

The outdoor type,

however, can :frequentl y be adap ted to su.ch conditions
by terracing.

12.

Transparenor_
Muah of the equipne nt of an inio or type

station is enclosed in masonry cOInpa.rtments.

In

contrast with this, a large part of an outdoor station is in view from any point of observation.

This

results in making possible a qaick inspection of
the station in order to locate a piece of apparatus
that bas failed or is about to fail.

Also failures
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of insulators in the bus structures may be readily

noticed, rartiaularly at night.

18.
IV. DISADV,ANTAGES OF THE OUTDJOR SUBSTATION.

1.

Greater Difficulty of ltiaking He;pairs in Bad Weather.
Very wet or eo 1d weather will hinder wo rk on

repairs unless provision is made fo r removing apparatus
to a repair

shop which is frequently provided at

large outdo or substations.
2.

Danger to :Publ ic.

It is easie r to .ke ep the pu bl io out of a
building than out of a large open area.

In order

to reduce the danger to the pUblic, it is necessaxy

to surro una. the outdoor substation by a suitable
fence which cannot easily be passed over.
3.

Restrictions on Location.

.

Because of greater spacing, a larger area
is required for the out·door substation.

Consequently,

it can not be located where land is unreasonably
expensive.

This generally prevents the selection o:f

a loc,ation in a thickly settled region.
4.

Less Attractive Appearance.
The qu.estion of appearanae is generally

closely related with the question of oost.

In the

outdoor substation, oosts are reduced to a minimum.
Consequently , expenditures me rely' fa r sake of appearances are not justified, and seldom made.
5.

Reduotion in Capacity in Summer.
Since the output of aPIaratus is limited
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by the tem~rature, the additional heat developed

in eq uipment in t he sun may cause reduction in
aJ.lowable output.

In order to reduce this effect,

the equipment should be painted a light color.

.Also

the rate at which cooling water is pumped through
transformers may need to be increased.

In extrerre

cases it may be recessary to provide shade for s<:ne
parts of the equipment.
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v.
1.

OUTDOOR SUBSTATION EQUIEMENT.

Selection of Equipment.
The substation designer does not design

the equipment forming the component parts
tion.

He

o~

the sta-

is oonoerned with the selection and arrange.

.

ment of equipment which will result in simplicity,
safety, minimum of apparatus, minimum of' steel, min-

imum of space, flexibility and interchangeability
of circuits, and possibility of extension without
disturbance of the former installation.

Consequently,

a complete disoussion of the design of the various

parts of substation equipment will not be given.
Some brief descriptions of some of the most import-

ant parts of the equipment will be given, and some
features discussed which are of importance in the

seleetion of the equipment of outdoor substations.
2.

Transformers.
a.

Single Phase va. Three-Phase Units.

Transformers for outdoor substations may
be either single phase or three phase.

Since one

unit o:f the single phase type is generally 8uffialent for reserve capaci-ty when this

tYJ:)9

of trans-

former is used, the investment required for reserve
capaoi ty i8 1e8s than. tha.t required when three phase
transformers are used.

Two single phase transformers
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may be used to supply three phase service at 57
per oent of full capacity in case of failure of one
transformer.

In

instanoe~

where the capaoity is to

be inoreased in the frlure, two units may be installed at first and the third one added when the
increased capacity is needed.

Three phase trans-

formers require less spaas, and they are cheaper
than a three phase bank OI single phase transformers.
In some cases, the cffilllections to a three phase
transformer are more easily arranged than are the
conneetions to a single phase transf)rmer bank, and.
fewer bushings are needed exoept when the single
phase units are of the single bushing type.

The use

of three phase transformE!xs is becoming more oommon

for moderately high voltages but for high voltages.
single phase units are more generally used.
b.

Transformer Tanks.

Transformers in sizes below 25 .ltv-a. ha.ve
smooth cast iron tanks.
kv-a. to

For sizes from about 25

kv-a. the tanks are made of corrugated
•
sheet stael in order to recluce the weight and in~60

crease the radiating surface.

For sizes from about

760 Kv-a. to 2500 kv-a. the tank is provided with
radiators or with steel tubes welded in the ends of
the boiler plate tank.
transform~r

This self-cooled type of

with the increased radiating surfaoe,

eliminates the d:tffioulties of 'the water

00 oling
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outfit.

Generally 9 for sizes above 1500 kv-a.

t

the tanks are of steel boiler plate and a water
cooling coil is provided.

c.

Transformer Terminals.

The terminals £or low voltage transformers
are brought out through porcelain bu.shings under-

neath the rim around the top of the tank.

This type

of transformer, however, is seldom used in outdoor

substations.

The terminals for high voltage trans-

formers are brought

~ut

through the cover of the

transformer by petticoated porcelain bushings.

For

very high voltages, these bushings are of the oil

filled type.

The terminals should be adapted

for

connection to pipe or rod.
d.

Transformer Mounting Wheels.

Wheels should be provided for tranSbrmars
rated at 200 kv-a. or more.

For small sizes of trans-

:formers, wmels Without flanges may be used and the
transformers mounted on ooncrete slabs.

For large

sizes, flanged wbaels should be used, arranged for

mounting on standard gage rails Which should be 10oatsd on ooncrete foundations.

The most common

arrangement of the wheels is suoh that the center
line thrOUgh the wheels 1s perpendicular to the center
line through the two high tension bushings.

It should
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be possible, however, to mount the wheels in a position 90 degrees from said pos ition, in case it should

be so desired.
e.

Transformer Ta.ps.

Trans£ormers are generally provided with
taps in order to be able to maintain a given low

tension voltage with the high tension voltage differing from normal.
four

2t

For example, both windings may have

per cent tape in order to maintain oonstant

low tension voltage with a. 10 peroent change in high

tension voltage above or below normal.

Some trans-

formers are provided with a tap ahanging switch so
that the ta.ps can be changed without opening the transformer.

This switch should not be operated with arry

load on the transformer.
f. Sp!cified Temperature Rise.

The temperature rise of transformers

de~nds

upon the load, and upon the temperature and rate of

flow of the cooling water.

A temperature rise, as 40

degrees Centigrade, will be specified at rated load
with a given rate flow of cooling water at a given
temperature.

For a

con~inuous

overload, as 26 peroent,

a. temperature rise of 66 degrees Centigrade is fre-

quently speoified with a greater rate of flow of cooling water.

g.

Specified Efficiencies.

Effioiencies at various loads and power
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top of the cover, and the diameter are usually speoified in the contraot.

Also the weight of the trans-

former complete with oil, the weight of the oil, and
the weight of the oore are usually given.

The weight

of the oore must be known when the transformer lifting
tower is designed.
k.

Gages, Temperature Indicators, Valves,

Outlets.
The location of gages, thermometers and
valvas on the trans£ormers is generally not definitely
fixed, but permits variation according to local oonditions and arrangements.

The location in individual

oases should be fixed so that operators on readi~~~Hd
thermometers need not came dangerously near the high
tension leads.

Electrical temperature indicators

remove the need of reading the temperature at the top
of transformers.

The indioator oan be looated at any

desired point -- the SWitchboard being the
looation.

most oommon

Care must be taken in determining the oorrect

looation of water and 011 outlets and valves; these
must be located so that they can be readily disconneated and so that they will not interfere with the

removal of the transformer to the repair house.
1.

)leans of Preventing 011 from Freezing.

If transformers are to be out of service
during cold weather

wi~

the temperature near zero

Fahrenheit, provision must be made for preventing

freezing of the oil.

This may be dona by (1. ) energ1-
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zing 'either coil of the transformer, the resulting
magnetizing current being sufficient to prevent freez-

ing of the oil; (2.) Electric heating units may be
located within or under the transformer; (3.) if the
transformer is water cooled, warm water from other
transformers that are in operation may be pumped
through the cooling coil of the disconnected transformer; (4.) if a heating unit is employed it may also
be used to keep the air, whioh 1s above the oil, at
a temperature above that of the outside air; consequently,

when air is drawn into the transformer during breathing
periods the moisture in the air is held in suspension is not oondensed and mixed with the oil.
m.

Oil Oonservator TlP& of Transformer.

In order to prevent air, laden with moisture,
from be ing drawn. into the transformer tank: when the

transformer oil contracts, and in order to remove the
air in oontaet with the oil in the transformer tank,
the "oil conservator 11 type of transformer has been
dev40ped.

This type o:f transformer has an oil tank

for' oil expansion • connected with and located above
the main tank which 1s ma,de oil tight.
eliminated from the main tank.

~he

air is thus

The auxiliary oil tSllk

or 'conservator is connected with the outside air through
a oalcium chloride breather whioh removes most of the
moisture from the air entering the auxiliary tank.

!he
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moisture, whioh is condensed in the oonservator, is
removed by a pet cook attached to a sump.

The original

insulating value of the oil in the main tank is thus
preserved.

The heating of the oil in a transformer tank
may Iorm a oombustible gas if air 1s present.

This

gas may be ignited by a static discharge or by other
aroing and result in a violent explosion.

The forma-

tion o:f this gas is prevented in the oonserva.tor type
of transformer since the oil, wl.1ah is in contact with
the air, is not heated.

Furthermore, in the conservato r

tank there is no opportunity of ignition since it
oontains no electrical oonanctors.
If the

transfo~er

oil is heated in contact

with air a heavy sludge is formed which clogs the 011
ducts and forms a heat insulating coat on the coils
and core in the transformer.

The removal of the air

from the main transformer tank prevents this decomposition of the 011 and the

resalti~

interference with

the process of eooling.
Some materials used for insulation in a
transformer deteriorate much more

r~idly

when the

ho~

oil in whie h the yare immersed is exposed to the air"
The removal of the air due to the conservator reduces
this deterioration.
An objection to the oil conservator type of
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transformer is the di£ficulty of maintaining an oil

tight joint between the main tank and its cover.

If

a transformer will not be subjected to over-loads,
with the resulting excessive heating of the oil, the
plain type of transformer may be preferable.

n.

Transformer Conneotions.

The high tension side of transformers in
substations is preferably arranged for Y oonnection
as it permits the system to be operated With the neutral
gtounded, wi'th all the advantages that a.ocompany s ueh

eonneation.

Unless a grounded neutral system on the

low tension s ide is desired this side is prefera'ht y
arranged for delta oonneotion.

This Y - delta con-

nection for transformers is beeomingmore and more
general practice.

An examination of methods of trans-

fonner conneotions in 76 of the leading power systems
shows that 36 companies use this connection.

In same eases. as 'for example. when a substation reoeives power fram a high voltage system,
as at 220,000 volts, and distributes power 10 another
system at a lower voltage, as at 110,000 volts, a
grounded neutral may be desirable on both the high and
low tension sides.

In such cases, the transformer

should be provided with a tertiary winding conneoted
in delta.

This Winding is necessary in order to take

care of the triple frequency oomponent of the magnetizing
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current.

This tertiary winding may be used to supply

the power load required for operation of the station,
or it may be used for the operation of synchronous
condensers.
3.

Oil Oircuit Breakers.

a..

Advantages of the Oil Circuit Breaker.

One of the most important parts of the equipment of the outdoor substation is the oil circuit
breaker.

This type of a oircuit interrupting device

is generally used in outdoor substations, except in
installations where the coat must be a minimum, and
where the amount of' energy interrupted is very small.
One

0

f

the most important advantages of the 011

0

ir-

cuit breaker is that, when interrupting the flow of
energy, it causes but little disturbance in the o1rcui"t.
The oil ciroui t breaker can be controlled from a distant
pOint, and can be made to operate automatically With
its opera.tion accurately timed with res}:Sct to the
oocurence of a certain c ondi t ion in the oircui t as,
for example, excess current. reversed power, etc.
b.

Oil Circuit Breaker wi th Automatic Re-

closing EquiPffient.
In addition to opening automatically, the
oil c iroui t breaker can be arranged to close automat1ea111'.

For example. when an oil oirouit breaker on
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a £eeder circuit opens automatieally, on overload,
a.uxiliary equipmen t can be arranged so that it will be

reclosed after an interval of from 5 to 30 seconds ,
depending upon the time setting.

If the overload

remains wmn the breaker is closed, it opens again
and oloses again after a similar interval.

If the

overload still remains on the cirouit, the breaker
opens again and is looked open until it is aanua.lly

reoloeed and reset.

Other eq uipment ean be arranged

whioh wUl prevent additional operation of the breaker

whenever the load on the airouit is beyond the safe
interrupting oapao1ty of the breaker.

After this

equipment has operated, the breaker must be inspected.,
and reset by hand before it can be closed again.
c.

General Features of Oil Circuit Breakers.

The tanks of oil circuit breakers should be
removable without disturbing the aontacts or the mechanism.

This

~ermits

easy inspection of the contacts

and allows adjustments and repairs when necessary.
One tank, containing all phases, is satisfactory on
low voltage, but since outdoor s11bstat ions are generally operated on high voltage the type of breaker
used for this servioe should have separate tanks in
Gri.er to isolate the phases.

sign_a.

80

T.bs tank must De de-

as to withstand _taver pressure may be
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developed in the tank when the breaker opens on shortcircuit.

The tanks of very large breakers are not'

removable.'

.

The bushing, contacts, and cross-head o:f

large breakers should be arranged ,so that they may be
readily removed from the top of the tank and a manhole should, be provided in the tank in order to pa:rmit
adjustment of contacts.
The contacts should operate under a comparative17 deep

he~d

of oil Which absorbs the e:x:ploa ive

foree oaused by the interruption o,fa short circuit

and also

preven~8

excessive development of gases.

The contacts should be of a high pressure tY]e with a
wiping or sel£-c1eaning action. . The main contacts
should be protected by renewable arcing contacts" 10b

break the cirouit after the main contacts have parted.
The acoeleration and the movement of the contacts
should be rapid in order to minimize the duration of
the arc. -and to prevent the tank pressure from rising

to an excessive value.
An expans ion chamber should be provided

with baffled vents for the escape of gases.

The space

above the oil in the tanks also acts as an expansion
chamber.

Tba: vents should be adequate to d1saharge

the gases but should not :Permit 011 to be dieehargei

from the breaker when opening on over1Qad within the
capacity of the breaiBr.
Breakers for autiGor service are mounte4 on
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a pipe or struetural steel framework whenever the size
is such that the tank o£ oil can be lowered for inspection of contacts without disturbing the line wires.
For moderate or large sizes, a tank
part of the equipment.

Lng

lowe~device

is

Very large breakers are arranged

for floor or platform mounting with a removable cover
which gives access to contacts, and with removable

bushings and contacts, as previously stated.
d.

Methods of Operating Oil Oiroui t Breakers.

Small circuit breakers may be manually
operated by means of a lever mounted on a panel or on
the breaker.

Since small oil

<Ii..

reni t breakers are

seldom used in outdoor substations, manual operation
of breakers is uncamnon for this equipnent.
Because of the large force required for
operating large breakers, and because of the desirable
high speed of operation, the most common method for
substation circuit breaker equipment is electrical
operation.

The standard method of operating outdoor

circuit breakers is by means of solenoids operated
on direct current which is supplied :from a storage
battery.

The ope.ration of the solenoid may be con-

trolled at a distant point by a control switch in
connection with a control relay when the curren.t required by the solenoid is larger than that which the
control switoh can handle.
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In some special aases where direct current
is not available for operation, the equipment may be
arranged for alternating current operation.

This can

be done by applying motor-operating mechanisms to
standard solenoid operated cireuiii, breakers.

The mo tor

operated mechanism gives higher speed operation, since
the time required for bUilding up the magnetic field
of a solenoid is eliminated.

It is also possible to

arrange equipment for use of alternating ourrent in
solenoid operated oircuit breakers.
e.

Methods of Tripping Oil Circuit Breakers.

In the non-automatic circuit breaker, the
electrical control circuit, connecting the tripping coil
with the operating

bUSt

of the oontrol switch.

is governed by manual operation
In the automatic breaker. this

tripping circuit may be completed automatioally by relays

which are governed by conditions existing in the power
circuit.

These relays may be arranged to operate on a

number o£ conditions such as, over-current, over-voltage, under-voltage, reversed power, balanced power, etc.
1£ it is desired that the oil circuit breaker will trip
automatically for more than one condition, generally more
than one set of re lays is required.
f.

Interrupting Capac! ty, and Duty of Oil

Cirouit Breakers.
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Two terms in cormnon use in the selection of
circuit breakers are interrupting capacity, and duty.
The former means the highest value of root-mean-square
current at normal voltage and frequency which the circuit
breaker can

interru~t

under a given duty.

This duty is

an assumed condition that the breaker will interrupt its
rated r.m.a. interrupting capacity current
a

two~inu~e

~o

times at

interval, and then be in condition to be

olosed and carry its rated normal ourrent until it can

be inspected and adjusted.
The interrupting capacity in r.m.e. amperes

at normal rated Toltage and at various lower voltages
is given by manufacturers for their various types of oil
circuit breakers.
closing device,

If the automatic circuit breaker re-

~reviously mentioned,

is used on the oil

circuit breaker, consideration must be taken of the
manufacturer's interrupting rating as based upon the twominute interval.

In such a service, the circui t breaker

will generally be called upon to operate at an interval
of from 5 to 30 seconds.

Consequently, for a given ser-

Vice, a breaker with a larger interrupting capacity must
be used than that which would be necessary if the in terval of operation oorres:r;:onied with that of the as_med
duty upon whioh the interrupting oapaci ty

rating is base••
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g.

Faotors Determining Selection of Circuit
Breakers.

The following factors should be considered in

the selection of an oil circuit breaker for a given

circuit:
(1. )

The highest normal voltage of the ciroo. it,

or the highest rated voltage of transformer secondaries
£eeding the system to which the cirouit is connected.

(2).

The normal r.m.a. current of the circuit.

(3).

Length of time of short circuit before

breaker opens, and the maxinrmn magnitude of the current
which the breaker must withstand under short c trouit

conditions.
(4).

The r.m.a. current on short circuit at

instant of parting of circuit breaker contacts.
(6).

Altitude at which breaker will be operated.

( 6) •

Temperature at which breaker will be

operated.

Items (1) and (2) are easily determined and need
no further discussion.

Items (3) and (4) are 1aotors

which are very difficult to determine.

The length of

time of short circui t before breaker opens depends upon

the time setting of the relays. governing the operation
of the breaker.

The total r.m.a. e~rent on short cir-

cuit is the square root of the

SlJIl

of the squares of the
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different components of the current which form the total
short circuit current.

The circuit breaker must be able

to withstand the magnetic forces and the heating effect
of the maximum value of this total ahort circuit our-

rent before the circuit is broken.

MSID~faoturers

give

"short-time" ratings of oircuit breakers in r.m.a.
amperes for one second. and for five seconds.

The

short-time, or one second, rating of an oil circuit
breaker must be at least equal to the maximum or initial value of the short circuit current in the circuit.
The r.m.B. current on short circuit at instant
of parting of circuit breaker contacts determines the
necessary interrupting capacity of the breaker.

It is

beyond the scope of this thesis to explain in detail
the method of determining the short cirouit current at
any point on a

power system where an oil circuit breaker

is to be loeated.

Some o£ the factors

u~on

which this

ahort circuit current depends are:
(1).

The total kv-a. capacity, the reactance,

and the transient characteristics of all synchronous

machines connected to the system at a point of which the
short circuit occurs.
(2).

The characteristics suoh as resistance,

reactance, and eapa.citanee, and the arrangement of all
circuits and all

reactors over which energy can be

transmitted to the point of S1 ort cirelli t.

3'!l°..

(3).

The kv-a. capacity, resistance, reactance,

and capacitance of all transformers through which energy
can be transmitte"a to point of short circuit.
(4).

The oontact resistance at the point of

short circuit.

(5).
phase

or

The type of short circuit -

three -

(6).

phase.

The kv-a. capacity and the power factor

of the load being
('1).

single

o~rried

at the time of short circuit.

The point of the "voltage wave at which

the short circuit started.
(8).

The effect of automatio Voltage regu-

lators in maintaining the voltage.
,This short circuit aurrent may be determined
by

several methods, namely:
(1).

By calculation.

(2).

By actual test (if the system is complete.)

(3).

By short circuit testing tables which

represent in minature form the complete power system.
The last method is becoming
popular.

mor~

and more

An approximate determination by calculation

may be readily made by ignoring many of the above factors
upon which the short cxi rcuit current depends.

In this

method, resistance and capacitance are neglected, only
reactance being considered; and use 1s made of

a group

of time-current decrement curves which have been determined
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experimentally on similar systems.
The altitude at which the breaker will ·be
operated (item (6) of factors determining aleation
of cirouit breakers) has an influence upon the terminal
bushing.

At high altitude the dielectric strength of

air is reduced.

Consequently a circuit breaker for a

given voltage at high altitude must have bushings With
larger dimensions than that for low altitude.
The temperature at which the breaker will be

operated (item (6)) has an influence on the type of oil
used in circuit breakers.

When the breaker is to be

installed in a location where freeZing temperature may
eXist, the oil used is a special, treated, mineral,
low-temperature oil which has a freezing point at -30
degrees G.

t

in one type of oil.

This oil has an insulat-

ing "WiLue such as to wi thstand 40, 000 volts when tested
between 1/2 inch disks two-tenths of an'inch &:part.
It has a flash point of 155 degrees

e.,

and a burning

point of 180 degrees C.
h.

Outdoor Protection for Oil Circuit Breakers.

The low vo1ta.ge circuit brea.ker (2300 to about
6600 volts), when insta.lled in an outdoor substation,
is generally of the indoor type enclosed in a weather-

proo£ switch house, which also contains low tension
bus

8.

8

, instrument transformers, meters, relays, eto.
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The circuit oonductors enter and leave the switch house
through standard roof bushings in roof of switch house.
The cirouit breaker is the ordinary indoor type with
either separate tanks for each

phase,o~

all phases in

one tank.
For voltages of about 11000, or higher, the
oil aircuit breaker for outdoor substation service is
equipped with standard interchangeabie bushings mounted
on steel oo11ars, with gaskets making a waterproof oonnection to the circuit breaker housing.

For high volt-

age these bushings are of the oil filled type and are
interohangeable with similar bushings for transformers,
and lightning arresters.

The solenoid and the connect-

ing mechanism operating the moveable crosshead in the

circuit breaker are enclosed in a weatherproof housing.
4.

Lightning Arresters.
&.

Purpose and 11se of Lightning Arresters.

The purpose of lightning arresters is to protect the equipment of the sUbstation, partieularly the
transformers, from induced oharges and other disturbances on the transmission lines.

Protection against

a direct stroke of lightning is not intended.

When this

occurs on the line, the voltage is generally in excess
of the flash-over voltage of the insulators; consequently,
the charges pass to the ground around the insulators. If
the charge does not have potential high enough to jump
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the insulators, it travels along the line in both directions until it is dissipated in heat losses

~n

the aon-

ductor, in corona, or through lightning arresters.
At a bend in the line, the discharge meets additional
impedance; here the impulse is practically reflected,
the voltage builds up and fla.sh-over may result.

The

frequency of this charge passing along the line is .
determined by the natural frequency of the line..

A

lightning arrester assists in maintaining normal voltage on lines, discharges excess potential to earth and
limits the remlting flow of current by automatically
extinguishing the arc as the voltage falls to normal.
Each incoming or outgoing line may be equipped wi th
lightning arresters; or the arresters may be connected
to the high tension buses which may remlt in a reduct-

ion of the number o£ arresters required.

Each out-

going feeder circuit is usually equipped with an individuAl arrester.

Arre8~er8

may be of e i'ther the three

or the four tank type, the latter being the moat canmon
and required for the ungrounded neutral system.

b.

Compression Chamber Xu! tigap Arre star.

The compression chamber multigap arrester
is used in small customers'substations where the cost
of the oxide film or all.D11in'Ulll cell types is not war-

ranted.

This arrester consists of a series of mult1-

gape and a resistor in a porcelain tube.

The brass

alloy electrodes with porcelain separators. forming the
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gaps, make a small closed chamber in the tube.

When

8

discharge through the arrester occurs, gases are formed
by the arcs across the gaps and, since the gases are

held within the chambers, they become compressed.
assists in extinguishing the arc.
~vailable

This

This arrester is

for voltages up to about 15000.

substations are generally for higher

Sinee outdoor

voltage~,

this

arrester has a limited field of application.
o.

Graded Shunt Resistance Multigap Arrester.

The graded shunt resistance multigap arrester
is the more usual type used where the investment and the
service do not justify the installation of the aluminum
cell or oxide film types.

This arrester consists of a

number of brass alloy cylinders, with a small air gap
of 1/16 inch, or less, between them,

the line and ground.

co~ected

between

Part of the gaps are shunted by

resistances which give a low

break-dG~

voltage, and

limit to a safe value the normal freqmncy generator
current which follows the liglining discharge.
The potent ial gradient is highest aerose the

first gap at the line side of the arrester.

With a

certain voltage this gap breaks down;·the voltage rises
across the second gap until it is likeWise broken dawn.
This process oantinues until the discharge current
flows to ground either across all the. gaps or through a
combination of gaps and resistances depending upon the
frequency of the discharge current.

This is followed
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by the generator current through one of the resistance

paths.
The arcs between the brass alloy cylinders
produce vaporized zinc which permits the flow of current
only in one direotion.

When the generator current

passes through its zero value and attempts to reverse,
it is cut off by the rectifying action of the vapor.

This arrester is not suitable for high voltages because of the large number of gaps which would be
required to prevent the arcing over of line voltage.
It is available for voltages up to about 15000 for
outdoor service.
i.

Aluminum

O~ll

Arrester.

The aluminum cell arrester until recently
has been the standard type for the protection of equipment for which the highest 'degree of protection is justified.

This type of arreuter requires daily charging;

consequently it cannot be installed in an unattended
station.

The arrester should be installed so that its

connections to the incoming lines will be as direct
as possible.
The aluminum ee11 arrester was adapted for
outdoor serviae by the development of an 011 and an

electrolyte With low freeZing points.

In order to avoid

extreme heat and the possibility of the development of
gas in the tanks, the arrester m auld be sh ie~ded from
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the direct rays of the sun when the heat is excessive.
If the heat is not excessive -- which is true in most
parts of this country -- the arrester will be sufficiently protected by wlute or light colored paint.
This arrester is equipped with standard interchangeaqle bushings described elsewhere.

Consequently,

the altitude of point of application must be considered
in the selection of the arrester.
An element of the Bl urninurn . cell arrester is a

cell consisting of two aluminum electrodes in an electrolyte.

On the surface of the electrodes, by electrolytic

action, a thin £ilm of aluminum hydroxide, having a high
resistance, is formed.

This film prevents the flow of

current, except that of small value, until the applied
voltage reaches from 300 to 350 volts per cell, approximately, which is called the critical voltage.

When this

critical voltage is reached, the ourrant is limited
only by the internal resistanoe of the oell which is
very low.

The excess voltage above the critical volt-

age determines the val ue of the aurrent which equals

this excess voltage divided by the resistance of the cell.
If the applied voltage is near the critical
voltage, a small current passes whioh is partly a leakage current through the resistance and partly a eonden-

siva current.

If a lower voltage is applied, the thick-

ness of the film and its resistance is reduced so that
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a temporary critical voltage is formed near the applied
voltage.

If the

leakage current were allowed to flow

continuoualy, it would cause serious heating and formation of

gas which would cause a serious explosion.

In order to prevent

the continuous flow of this leak-

age ourrent, a spark gap is put in series with the
arre~ter,

the ,gap being adjusted so that current flows

when the voltage exceeds the

nonnal line voltage.

The cells in the arrester are formed by inverted aluminum cones supported by treated wooden rods
and separated by fiber ·washers.

The number of these

cells de p3nS upon the lira: voltage.

In praetice, the

number is such 'that the voltage per cell is between
The space between the cones is partially

250 and 300.

filled with the electrolyte -- a solution of ammoniumtetra-borate-for installations where the temperature
does not go bel ow 5 degrees C.

For installations where

the temperature is below 5 degrees C., the electrolyte
is a mixture of ammonium-tetra-borate and
tartarate.

ammonium~

The tartarate dissolves the hydroxide film

£aster than the borate and should not be used uiess
it is needed.
tank which

The stack of aonae is plaoed in a steel

su~ports

the terminal bushing at the top.

The tank, and the remaining spaoe between the oones,
are filled with oil for insulation and cooling and for
the prevention o£ the evaporation of the eleotrolyte.
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For voltages above 73,000, the tank is of
elliptical shape and contains two stacks OI cones in
order to keep to a reasonable height.

The stacks of

cones are connected in series and are insulated from the
tank which is grounded.

In the lower voltage type, the

tanks are mounted on insulators and the cones are connected to the tank.
Since the electrolyte dissolves the film on
the aluminum electrodes, it is necessary to charge the
cells daily.

The extent of this dissolution depends

upon the temperature of the electrolyte.

Consequently,

with extremely high operating temperatures more frequent
charging may be ,necessary.

The charging operation con-

sists of closing the gaps through a charging resistance
which dampens the oscillations of the charging current
resulting from the arc, and also limits the initial flow
of the charging current.

e.

Lightning Arrester Gaps.

The time interval required to rupture all
types of insulations varies with the nature of the insulation, the shape and spacing of the electrodes, and the
frequency and magnitude of the applied voltage.
time interval, called the dielectric
minimum for' $ere gaps.

s~ark

This

lag, is &

Consequently, this type of gap

is used in aluminum cell and OXide film arresters in order
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to give protection against sudden impulses or waves with
steep wave

~ront.

The aluminum cell arrester has a main

gap and an auxiliary gap in parallel, the latter bei ng
in series with the charging resistance.

This auxiliary

gap has the lower setting so that disturbances are usually
discharged through it unless they are too heavy, then they
break down the main gap which does not have the limiting resistance.

The arc then rises to the auxiliary gap

where it is broken in series with the resistance which
dampens the oscillations.

£.

Oxide Film Arrester.

The

~xid.

film arrester furnishes protection

similar to that furnished by the aluminum cell

ar~ester

and because of several points of advantage it is gradually superseding the aluminum cell arrester.

An element of the oxide film arrester is a diskshaped cell about

~t

inches in diameter and 5/8 inch

thick consisting of two circular brass plates crimped
firmly to the edges of an annular piece o£ porcelain;
the space between the plates is filled with lead per-

oxide which has very low resistance; the inside surface
of the plates is covered With a varnish film which has
very high resistance.
When a discharge passes the spark gap, and a
volt'age o£ about 3?O volts is im:I:rEtssed on the cell, a.
small puncture of the varnish film occurs and ourrent
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flows through the cell to ground thereby relieving the
pressure of the discharge.

Due to the heat formed by

the flow of current through the ce11, a chemical change
takes place at the point of puncture of the film.

The

lead peroxide, Pb0 2 , is changed to red lead, Pb 0 , and
3 4
lith~rge, FbO, whioh have very high resistance.
This
~igh

resistance is thus automatically inserted in the

path of the discharge current preventing the subsequent

flow of the generator current.

The puncture of the var-

nish film is thus covered by a film of red lead and
litharge which has a slightly higher resistance; with
oontinued action the varnish film is replaced by the
film OI red lead and litharge which is again broken

down and

r~laced

by a thicker film; thus the protective

value of the arrester decreases with continued use, requiring a higher break down voltage.

The number of cells connected in series depends
upon the voltage, about 300 volta per cell being allowed.
The cells are clamped together and' supported by treated
wooden rods.

The stacks are then supported on steel

raoks mounted on insulators.

The arrangement of stacks

in the four-stack type is similar to that used for aluminum cell arresters.

One terminal of each of three

stacks is connected through sphere gaps to eaoh of the

three phases; the other terminal of each stack is joined
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to a common point which is connected to the fourth tank
the other terminal of which is connected to the ground;
thus, two stacks are connected between any two lines or
phases, and two stacks between any line and ground.
For outdoor service, the stacks have a housing of sheet
st~el

louvres.

The sphere gaps also are covered so that

the gap setting is not affected by rain.
g.

Comparison of OXide Film and Aluminum
Cell Arresters.

A comparison of the oxide film type of arrester

with the aluminum cell type 'follows:

(1).
~he

First Cost.

eGst of a 66,000 to 73,OOO-volt, three

phase oxide film arrester is about 75 percent of that of
B.

similar a.luminum cell type.
(2) •

Ma intenance

eo at.

The cost of replacing aluminum cells, after
being punctured by heavy discharges, is much greater than
the cost of replacing cells in the oxide film type of
arrester.

In the aluminum cell type the oil and electro-

lyte must be removed and replaced.
(3).

Daily Charging.

The oxide
charging.

~i1m

arresters require no daily

The result is a saving in energy, and in the

labor charge, for attendance.
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(4).

Discharge Rate.

Since both types of arresters have practically
the same discharge rate they give about equally good
proteotion.
(5) •

Effect

,0£

rain on gap setting.

Since the gap can be covered in the oXide film
type it will have the same discharge voltage regardless

of weather.
(6).

Fire hazard.

The absence of oil in the oxide film type
reduces the fire hazard.
(7).

High frequency surges.

There is less tendency in the oxide film type
'to cause high frequency surges.

In the aluminlim cell

type the arc is extinguished by means of a horn gap as
the arc rises; the oscillations at this arc are likely
to cause surges.
(8 ) •

We ight

.

The shipping we ight of oxide film type is less

than tha.t of aluminum cell type, resulting in lower
:fr~ ight

charges.
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h. Recent Oevelopments in protective equipment.
One of the recent developments in the field
of :p.igh speed gaps, such o.s are used on lightning B.rres ters ,

is the impulse gap. The dialectric spark lag of this type
of gap differs from that of the sphere gap, which has been
previously described. The voltage at which the impulse gap
discharges varies inversely as the frequency, consequently
.
th~
_
the hlghexAzrequency of a dangerous surge, tne lower the
voltage at

w~ich

the gap dischaxgec. The discharge volt-

a.ge of a ',:tJ:1gn"frequetfcy surge may be as low as one-half

of the discha.rge voltage at normal frequency. Beca.use of
this characteristic, the impulse gap· may be set to give
that protection against dangerous high frequency surges
without permitting too frequent discharges on minor
surges at normal frequency.
One of the most recent developments in the
field of lightning arresters is the Autova.. l ve Lightning
Arrester. This type of arrester he.s some of the characteristics that the oxide film type has:

moder~te

cost, ease

of installation, high degree of proteotion, simplicity
of construction, and no need of daily charging. This is
essentially a gap type of arrester with special features
'to give va,lve characteristics similar to those of the
a.luminum cell or oxide film type of arrester. These
spec:idl.. features

which give this valve action are such

as to cause the break down voltage and the

volt~e

across

Ttli s uni t gap, o·r element of the arrester,

consists of four columns of discs connected in parallel
and housed in a single disc shaped porcelain case which
is provided wi th four holes for the discs. Four othe.r

holes are provided in the element for bolting together
adjacent elements'. The two sides of the dise shaped porcelain cases are covered with metal end plates which a.re spun
over the

b~aded

edges of the porcelain caaa. For moderate

voltages, these elements are merely bolted together with

a number of elements conneexted in

se~ies

depending

upon the maximum operating voltage. For high voltage.s,

the colwnns of elements are assembled in seotions of
five or six elements and the seations are olamped

together with wooden strain insulators, thus preventing
tensile stresses in the porcelain.
The type of gap used in the

Auto-~alve

arrester is the sphere gap, both spheres of whioh are,

adjustable, thus permitting a close setting of the gap.
The gaps are covered with rain sheds in the outdoor type
of arrester in order that the setting will be f\aCnlrate with
varying WBather aonditlons.

5a.
The

A~tovalve

arrester has the following

distinctive features:
(1) •. rfhev2,1va action "';)revents the flow of

any power current at normal frequency foliowing

~

discharge.

( 2). T11e' 2rre s te r hEl,s e. low re s i 8 ta.nce during

discherge,so thBt the voltage drop is low, thus offering

a highde;ree of protection.
(3). 'ihere is no chen;ic8.1 g,ction involved in
the di8chsr~e and no exck~sive deterioration of the
opere.ting Dcrts.

(4). Due to

the'~b8ence

of solid dielectric

in the pp,th of ihe .dischctrge, the active element. being a
. II

glow d is charge If across a.n ai:r gap, the operc:,tion is

very I'E.:pid which causes a discharge to start ·before the

surge reeches a dRngerous value.
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Choke Co i Is.

a. Function a.nd Location of Choke Coils.
The function of the choke coil is to bring

a.bout a. reduction in the frequency of C.ny elec-r;ric
oscillation pa.ssing thru the coil to the transformer

winding. The result of such oscillations in the end turns

..

of 'the transformer windingrwould be to cause high potenttal

stresses which are dependent on the frequency afmy
trfJ.ve ling wqve that may penetra.te into the winding.
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'The steep wave front of

2.

d is'turbance is al~ays :TJ'a.rtly

smoothed out by the choke coil. The· location

of~the

choke

coil is in series with the ltne between the connection

to the lightning arrester and the apP8Jratus to be
nrotected.
b. Types of Choke Coils.

The choke coil consists ·of a coil of bare

COUlier

wire wound in a cylindrical or hour-gl?.ss she.:Je. This coil
iyi th

the

necess~=,.ry

terminals may be mounted on pin type

or pillar ,type insulators, which)in turn,are
01)

a steel be,se, or may be arranged for

8up'por~Ged

rn~~:unting

in a

suspended line. This suspended type hasatreated wooden
rod as a

cente~

core which takes the line stress. The rod

is fas'tened into the end cla.mps which 81so support the
ends of t he coil and. th~

from sagging by suppa

'r~s

tern~inals.

The coil is nreventied

connecting the coil with the center

rod. The rigid mounting type of the choke coil with pin
type insula,tors is given addi tional rigidi ty by an insul-

ator connected to the middle of the

coil~

The hour glass'

sha.pe of choke coils gives inc:reased mechanical strength,
-but only a negligible

increase in re'a:.ctance. ll'he rigidity

may be increased by the use of copDer clad wire. The coils
in this rigid type are sometimes 8upnorted, and the turns
sepa~ated by

insulating strips.
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If arcing between the turns

OCCUXS

wi til extremely l1eavy

disturbances, it is pChssible that the high frequency
disturba,nces will pass over 11e strips. The type of coil
w~th

only air insulation

between turns will immediately

re-insulate itself after a dicharge passes, while the
type wi til insulating slbrips will not.
c. Factors ,Considered in

Selection of Choke

Coils.
t

In

the selection of the choke ooil the

fo~lowing

essential requirements, should be considered:
(1). The insulation, or air space between the
turns, should be 'su1fioient to prevent arcing' from
turn to turn with maximum voltage which is likely to
exist on the

lin~•.

(2). The induotanee

of

the coil should be 'such

that the surge or'disturbance will be reduced to a value
that will not damage the end turns' on the transformeri

(3). The turns of the ooil should 'have no
apprecia.ble

ca.pac~tance

as tbis would tend to

neutraliz~

their inductance.

(4). The mechanical construction should be
sufficiently r~gid to prevent collapse or distortion of
turns during excessive stress

c~used by

short circuits.

(5). The voltage drop across the 'choke coil
at normal voltage and frequency should be small.
(6). The reactance of the choke coil should
not be too high. A surge due to switching may originate
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within the station; if the reactance of the choke coil
is excessively high,the surge is prevented from leaving
the station and ,from beingdissipate.d in the line or in
the arresters which are connected on the line side of'
the choke coils.

(7). The characteriseio.s of" the chokeooil
should be spec-i fied, as. for example., the nwnber 01"

turns, the dia••~~ of. turns, the

shap~,

of the

conductors, inductance, voltage, current, and frequenoy.

6.

Air~break

0witches.

a. J.i'ield of Ap";)l ica. ti'Jn~f4ir-br6ak Switches.
7.

An'air-break 5witah 1s equipped with arcing
horns which cause the arc. to be brolcen in the air when

the switch 1s opened and the circui.t is broken. This

type of switch is

c~able

of interrupting only a small

current
load, or the chargingAof a line, or the magaatizing
current of a transformer.
b. Method of Operating.

These switches are mounted on steel bases by
means of pin type or:\pillar type insulators, The switah

is generally operated manually by means of operating
rods, conneoted to the three, uni tsl'of- a three phasa

switch.
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c. Types of Air-break Switches.
Some of the many types of a.i r-break awi tches

are;

(I). The motion of the blade is obtained

by

:rleans of an insula-"tor which may be ro:ba ted around it's
own axis. The blade is raised or lowered in a vertical
plane by means of a bell crank connected to the top of
the insulator. The pin' of the
the

oper~t1ng

insulat~o:r

handle" which is rotated

is connected to

and gives'rotating

motion to the insulator. Because of the torsion on the
insulator

it~s

top or pin sometimes breaks.

(2). The motion of the blade is obtained
by means of an insulator which rocks around a shaft

which is at right angles ,to the center line of the
insulator.

Connec~ing

links transmit the motion to the

blade. The porcelain insulator in this type is ·thus
SUbjected to bending which is likely to be more

seri~s

than torsion.

d. Contacts in Air-Break Switches.

The Air-break switch may be arranged for one
or for two

breaks~

or arcing horns, per pole. The contacts

should be tho:roughly protected from ice. and sleet so that
\

they will not freeze shut.
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e. US.e a.s a By-pass Swi tdh.
In addition to itt

S

uSllal us es as a

disconnecting switch, this air-break switch is also used
as a by-pass around oil switches and metering outfits,
in order to .permit them to be removed'from service for
inspection and repairs.

7. Disconnecting

switcnes.

a. Field of Ap01ication of disconnedting
Swi tches.
Disconnecting switches, or dtsconnectors, are
used to isolate apparatus during inspection or repair.
For this purpose, they are. generally located on ,both
sides of oil switches and in the leads to

arresters. In

connec~ion

light~ing

with an oil 8witch,they are

also used as transfer switcl1es, so that a circuit may
be connected to either of

t~o

buses. Disconnecting

swi tches are not des igned for opening under a.ny';.I])8,ct:;,

nor for interrupting the magnetizing current of transformers. The oil circuit breaker should always be 'opened
first in order to

pre~ent

the serious .arcing and

disturbance whicn resu1.ts when the attempt is made to
brea,k the circui t wi th~disconl1ecting 'swi tch.
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b.

Ty~)es

of Disco:"-'E:ecting Sitn tches •

.tne disconnec-cing 8wi tch is ar:..' anged for

rigid or suspension mounting.

~he

mounted. on a stee 1 base' 1Jvi th pin
insulators, e.nd is aatra.nged for

'or for

rigid type is generally
ty~e

8.

or pilla.r ty)e

horizontal nosi tion,

a vertical position with pins and insulators in

a 45·-degree arrangement. These swi tches are of

sing~le

pole tYge, and maybe ei"ther single-throw or double-throw..
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The
double-throw type may hav'e two independent blades hinged
on the midd.le

point~

This type, ca.lled a.

selecter~

sWitch,

is useful in changing a circuit from one bus to the other
without opening the circuit. Each type of diseonneetor
should have a guide blade to assist ·in closing the switch,
ani;; a safety catch to prevent the switch from opening,
by
which would be caused by vibration orl\repulsion between
phases during short dircuits.
The sus.pension" type mounting consists of a

blade suspended beneath a string of Buspension insulators
which are connected to the fittings which make up the hinge
and jaW'. of the switch. The live wires are also attached.
to these fittings. by means of a clevis or thimble and a
three-bolt clamp. This type of disconnea;tor also should
have eo Guide blad'e and a safety catch. 'lhe jaws of all
outdoor; disconn.ecrting swi tahes should be designed for
opera.tion under conditions of sleet;. they are somet1.Qles
covered by a specially designed hood for sleet protection.

o. Method of Operation.
of the rigid type
D;1s.connee.torsAare operated ma nually either
by a switoh hook consisting of a hook on a treated wooden

rOd, or

by a mechanism whieh is connected to the switch

in eaoh phase and opens them all

simul~aneouslY'.

The

ratt.er 'arrangement is s.afer for the operator and gemerally
perm! ts .. more c.ompact ar.t::l\ngement. Suspension disaonn-ec.tore are. operated only by swlte:h hooks:.
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8. Outdoor Metering Outfits ..
a. Field of Application of Outdoor Metering
Outfits.
The.former

pr~ctice

of metering consisted in

installing two current transformers and two outdoor
potential transforrp.ers, and either a housing for the
meters or the meters installed in a nearby building with
secondary leads of the transformers extended to the meters.
'nhis praotice i.s being supersadaxl in Dany eases by the

use of an outdoor metering outfit which combines the

above aquipment in a single. uni t.. In large capacity
ins'tal1atlons where a building is nec.essary, i tis good
praotice to install the metera

IndoQr~

excepting the

meters for outgoing feeders whioh are fre,quently install·ed in outdoor metering

outfi~a.

In these cases where the

meters are installed on a. switchbourd indoars.,the metering outfit is used in place of the separate ourrent and

potential transformers beca.use the first cost and the cost
of bushing

maintena.nc~e

a.re thereby lessened.

b. Method of (Jonnection,

d

1J'l.le outdoor me.tering out!! t const.sts of two

current a.nd two potential trans.formers arranged in a
single pi1 tank wi th aW4!4tierproot conpartment on the

side for the meters. In this

,a.rr~gement,only three
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teeminal bushtngs are re'C1[Uired,·while,in the 'fo:rmex
pre..c~ice,

six a.re

neces~~ary.

In two of the bushings e"re

the eptering and leaving leads of the nrimaxy of a
transformer thus

formi~g

~urrant

the one turn or loop. One of the

potential transformer leads of each transfor:rer is
conne cted to e a.ch of the two incoming leads to the

current transformers,

1~'hile

the other leads of the potent-

ie'.1 transformers are tied together and brought out through

the th'ird busijing to the third 'line of the oi1"o'li t.

c. Advan'tages of Metering Outfits.
The use of the metering outfit makes the
wiring and connections

~ore

simple than tha't required

\vi th sepa.rate transformer uni te. The cost of maintenance

of high tension bushings is only about one-half of that
tor separa.te uni ts fo:t
transformer elements

B..

!l1B,y

three-phase cireui t. Extra

be kept in stock thus facil-

ita."ting repairs a.nd reducing ,time out of service.
9. Bushing Type of Current rrra,nsformers.

a. Use and Loca.tion.
This type of

cU~l'ent

tra..nsformex is used

generally for energizing relay coils and overl_ad trip

coils on oil circuit breakers. It is losated at the base
of "the oil oircuit breaker bushing end it cDnsists of
a, seconda:ry winding on a laminated iron core. The prima.ry

winding has the

equivalen~

.

of one turn and is formed by
.

the terminal stud of the oil circuit breaker.
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b. Limitations.
Because of the insulation neeessary around
the stud there is an excessive air gap between the
primary and the core. '1Jherefore, f.or;. the low values of
primary current the ratio is inaccurate.

Conse~uentlY1

these. current tra.nsformers are not used for metering.
They may be use.d in oonneotion with an ammeter but should

not be used with an ammeter and a relay coil or trip coil

simulta.neously. eJircult opening relays' should not be
energized

r

~om.

this, type of eurrent transformer. In order

to inorease< the: range of operaUon of these transformers,

one may be installed in eaoh of the two bushings per phase
of ciroui t bre.a1ce,r- and their seaondaries

connec~ted

in series.

10. Terminal Bushings.

a. Types' of 1Jerminarl Bushings: and' Their Uses.
~he
impott~nt

terminal bushing 1s one of the most

parte of all. high voltage equipment. For low

and moderate voltages (below 70000) the solid type

parael aln bushing is s*t1sta.etory. For high vol tags
(70000 to 220000) the oil

fill&~

buwhing 18 preferable. This

interchangeable

bushing~on$ists' of

an

external shell of porcelain 'and ateel through which
a metal condue,tor, Burrounded by insulating barr-1ara,
pass'8s from end to end; these barriers are spaced
conc:sntricalIy to form duets for ~ir.culat~m of the oil.
The external
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shell of porcelain is in two parts which are joined
together by a flange clamp and are.imounted on the
apparatus by a steel sleeve. Due to the interchangeaole
feature of these bushings they may be used on a power
transformer, a current transformer,

'ta:3

lightning

arrester or an oil circuit breaker.
b. Flash-over Voltage; and Puncture Voltage•

. One of the requirements of a bushing is that
shall

itAhave a flash-over voltage lower than itls

punctu~e

voltage. When a voltage higher than it's flash-over
voltage is applted, a flash-over will then resul)proteet1ng the bushing against puncture.
c. Time Lag.

Another requixement is that the bushing shall

have a large time lag before flashover occurs. Spark
gaps, on

protecti~

equipment, are generally of the

sphere-gap type which has a very small time lag so that
although the flash-over voltage of the bushing may be
exceeded for a short time, the discharge takes place over
the protective gap instea.d of

'~over

the bushing.

d. Corona.

In order to prevent heating of the bushing
and the resulting deterioration, it:s insulating surfaces
should be free from corona· at the voltages usually existing
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parts
on the circuit. Corona may be permitted on metalAof the
bushing but not within the tank on which the bushing is
mounted. Corona within the tank 1s likely to ignite
gases farmed from the heated oil.
e.

EfI~eat

ot Altitude, and Ai t i tude Ra.ting.

Conside"ration must ,be given, to the al tl tude

of the place at which the bushing is to be installed.
Because of the ·decrease-in

~nsulation

strength of the a.ir,

with 'decrease in density at higher altitudes, the flash"':
over

voltag~

or

So

given insulat'6r is less at higher

al t! tudes. Since f1as:h-over vol tage is aff,ected, the
normal operating voltage is similarly aff'ected .. For

example, a bushing with

8..

normal operating vol tage

Cit.

150000 volts at sea level will have an operating
volt&~e

of only about 110000 volts at 10000 feet elevation.

~onsequent~y,

bushings are generally given a voltage

and altitude rating. The difference between a high and
a low altitude bushing for the same operating voltage
is shown only in the upper part which is exposed to the
air; th(; lower

p~t, which

is immersed in oil t is the same

for bushings for equal voltages. The dimensions of the

upper pa.rt of bushing s for high a.ltitude must be
inoreased because. of the d.aorease in the insulation

strength ot the air.

'"
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1. ltequirements.

In the design of a substation, consideration must
be given to transformation, switching, metering, and protection requirements.

While fulfilling these requirements,

the designer must also consider the general demands of
low first cost, low maintenance cost, safety in operation,
accessibility of all apparatus, arrangement to give high

'salvage value, and layout to permit extensions in the
future with least change o:f existing equipment and least
, int erru:pt ion to servic e •
2. Least Material Necessary for Providing Service.
The aim of the designer should be to determine
the least material and siml'lest arrangement which will
accomplish the desired results.

_t1.'pparatus and material

not needed result in an increased

investmen~

the fixed

charges 'on which tend to cause increased rates.
result in increased maintenance
ing

arranganent~,

c~rges.

They also

Elaborate switch-

in order to give immunity from interrup-

tion of service, are generally not required; interruptions
are

so

infrequent that the cost of prOViding complicated

arranganents of duplicate equipment is not justified.

In

case the service is so severa that :frequent and prolonge:d
irispeations and maintenance work are necessary, duplicate

buses' a.nd switching equipment to prevent interruption of
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service are justified.
3.

Sim~l~city

of Arrangement.

The design and arrangement of the substation
should be such that outgoing circuits can be supplied.
in some way during all ordinary failures of parts

of

This does not mean, for example , that the

equipment.

arrangement should permit connection of' any transfonner
to any circuit under some· highly

Heasonable

fle~ibility

improbabl~

circumstances.

shoul.d be prOVided, but the sWitoh-

ing equipment should be the minimum which is necessary to
fulfill service requirements.
such as to

~rovide

Thus, the design should be

the best and most reliable service

eo·nsistent with the rates which the customer will pay.
4. ]'lexibility.
<
-

After Thhe selection of the main equipment re-

quirad for a

particu~ar

se~Yice,

as transformers, circuit

breakers, lightning arresters, the next consideration
should be the fleXibility in arrangement of connections

necessary to insure good service.

In the larger stations,.

particularly o'f the indoor tyPe, the tendency has been to
~roYide

protection against all possible dangers under all

oonditions" although some conditions may not be probable,
.in the case considered.

The probabilities

o~

danger
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should be classified. into the various degrees of proba-

bilityand an estimate made of the cost of protection
against the danger in each class.

'A study of the cost

necessary to prot eat against dangers o£ various degree
of probability, will indicate what prot ective measures
are justified.
5. Use of Duplicate Equipment.
Decision regarding the use of duplicate buses
and switching equipment should be based upon an economic
study of costs and of value in regard to the service to
be given.

~he

duplicate equipment should be valued

in

terms of danger of interruptions to service and the resulting damage.

At the time of, the initial installation,

operating conditions may not fully justify duplicate
eO,uipment, but" if future condit ions are likely to justify
it, provision should be J;Ilade for its future installation.
Resu~ts similar to those obtained by the use of

duplicate equipment may "be obtained at much less first

cost by the use of light transfer

b~ses

and by-pass

air-break: switches; ,these, hO\l!lever, bring about an increase
in operating cost as compared with operating cost with
duplicate equipment.

Consequently. a study of the :probable

increase in the operating cost due to lack of duplicate
equipment .will indicate the amount of duplicate equipment
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which is justifiecl , .

In this d.ecision, consicleration must

also be given to the value of the resulting increased
reliability of service with duplicate equipment.
6. Excessive Durability.
2he design of a substation with excessive dura-

bility should be avoided.

Consideration must be given to

the probable period of adequacy of the substation.

For

example, a substation serving a rapidly growing community
or industry should. not be designed for a service of twenty

or thirty years.

','Jhile the increased demands of such a

service for a short period may be met by extensions, after
a long period the conditions may be so changed. that a com-

pletely new design is necessary.
~.

Location of Substation.
The location of a substation should be as near

as possible to the load center or center of distribution

of the area served.

Many faotors, however, are of greater

importance than this load center.

Because of its appear-

ance, the outdoor substation would be out of place in many
locations; consequently, a suitable location, taking into

consideration the surroundings, must be selected.

Because

of the comparatively large amount of space required, the
outdoor substation must be located where the price of land
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.is low.

.H'requently, local laws have much .intJ.uenc e

in the selection of the location.

Occasionally, the

selection of the location must be made according
the land that is available.

to

In addition to these con-

ditions, consideration must be given to the possibilities

of the center of distribution changing with the growth of
the business.

8.

T~e

of Material for Outdoor Substations.

The type of material used in outdoor substations
should be of standard make; this results in least cost,
ease of construction, least time of construction,and
less highly specialized. labor.

Also, if the material is

available 'from a standard stoclc,much less time and expense

will be required for replacing damaged equipment.

It is

an advantage if a type of material is selected which per-

mits easy extension of the substation, and has high salvage
value or is easily tak:en down and rea.ssembled in a new lo-

cation.
9. Standardization.

In outdoor snbstation design, there has been a
trend in individual

com~anies

toward standardization.

but there has been no such trend toward universal or even
sect ional standardization.

Particularly in the smaller

·-sizes, each company develops a standard substation of its
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D,\iffi.

Since the conditions for each installation are

different, an arranganent of the equipment :for

the

standard substation should be such as to fit a variety
of conditions.

Conditions are so vddely different for

large capacity substations that complete standardization is not possible.
Standard designs may be developed for many
parts of the substation. as foundations for various
eQ..uipment t towers, bus supports t and most of the appara-

tus, leaving the specific arrangements to be developed

according to requirements in individual installations.
If a company has several sub.stations, this standardiza-

tion would result in the reduction of the number of spare
parts which must be kept :for repairs.

10. Relay

~rotection

in Outdoor Substations.

a. Double Circuit Protection.
Common practice in high tension systems is the

use of double high voltage circuits in the form of a
closed loop,operating the two circuits in parallel. Since
the two circuits are the same, the power transmitted by
each of thEm is the same as long as there are no faults.

In order to cut out the section "of the circuit in which
a Iault may occur, balanced power reJ.ays are used. These

relays are operated in oonnection with bushing type
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curl"ent transformers which are installed with high tension aut'omatic oil circuit breakers.
because of their large

magn~tizing

inaccurate for low ratios.

These transformers,

current, are rather

For the higher ratios, how-

ever, at which the transformer is generally used, the
transformer is equal to the standard instrument transformer for operation of relays.
b. Single

Oirc~l..it

Protection.

If a single circuit is used feeding in one
direction, the outgoing end is protected by overload
type relays, while the incoming end of the circu.it is
protected by reverse

~ower

overload time delay relays.

relays

in

connection with

II a single circuit is used

with the possibility that energy may flow in either direc-

tion. protection may be obtained by use of overload type
relays on both outgoing and incoming ends of line.
c. Transformer Protection.
J:j'or proteotion against internal troubles in

transformers, the oil circuit breakers on the high and
low tension sides are equipped with bushing type current

transformers. having current ratios inversely

~ro:portion

al to the voltage ratios of the transformer.

These cur-

rent transformers are differentially connected to inversetime-limit, o.e:Einite-minimum, induction-type relays. When
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~rouble

occurs in the transformer, or in the leads be-

tw"een transformer and its high and low tension oil
circuit breaker, the relays will trip both these cirr.rrouble on feed,ers, causing merely over-

cuit breakers.

load, does not operate these relays, so that the transIormer circuit breakers are non-automatic with respect
to this trouble.
d. Feeder Circuit Protection.

For protection of feeder circuits, automatic
oil circuit breakers are used equippecl with bushing type
current transformers, which are oonnected to inversetime-limit, d.efinite-minimum induction relays.

In case

the reclosing device on a feeder circuit is wanted, in
which the air circuit breaker is automatically reclosed
and with continued trouble is locked open on the third
operation, a notching relay is used in connection with
a hesitating control relay.

If an oil circuit breaker

(instead of air type) is to be similarly cantrolled,a
motor operated timer is used with the automatic reolosing equipment.

several

IEhis t iDler may control the o:peration of

breakers~

and operates as follows after

breaker has been opened because of a severe

or short-circuit:

the

overload

.,.,2

(1). Recloses breaker after a preaete~ined
time interval.
(2). If breaker opens llNnediately, due to

cent inned trouble, the t iIner r aclases

it after a longer

t~le

interval.

(3). If breaker opens again immecliately, the
timer will reclose it after a still

longer time interval.

(4). If the breaker opens the fourth time
the timer will cause it to be locked
open until ins})setion is made and timer

ra-set.

The automatic reclosing equipment includes the following
relays: hesitating control relay, overload

t~e

delay

relay; reclosing relay, locking out voltage relay,

and

locking out current relay.
11. Buses and Bus Supports for Outdoor Substations.
a. Effect

o~

Type of Bus on Steal Supports.

The selection OI the type of bus ana its supports
is largely an economic problem.

The steel work for the

non-rigid bus must be· strong enough to withstand the pull

necessary to support the wire with a small sag.

This pUll

:for each wire amounts to about 1500 to 2500 pounds depend-

ing upon size of wire, length

o~

span, and weight qf sus-
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penned equipment (as choke coils and disconnecting

switches) supported in th,e span.

i1?he load on the steel-

work with rigid bus is much less, being only the

dead

weight of the conductors, conneations,and insulators.
Consequently, the steelwork may be lighter if rigid

buses are used.
b. Number and

Spacin~

of Insulators.

The number OI insulators, however, is larger

with the rigid bus, giving many more points of possible
failure.

The

num~er

of insulators may be reduced to a

minimum by using pipe for the bus which has greater
rigidity than a solid conductor for the same cross section

of material.

The spacing of insulators for a given size

and kind of pipe and a given sag may be determined by

the usual deflection calculations.

~abulations

of the

results of these calculations for variou.s sags are given
in HElectrical World lf , volume 70, page 1236.

Curves

are given showing the deflection of various l:inds of
pipe Ior different spacings of insulators,with and without an ice load.

The de:flections there given are maximum.

values obtained in calculations for simple spans supported
at eachsnd.

lPor a continuous bus, the actual deflection

would be less than that indicated by the curves.

The

spacing of insulators is also influenced by the clearance
between condu.ctor and steel which depends upon insulator
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height, load on conductoT t and location of steel with
respect to the conductor.

A

greater spacing of insula-

tors and a greater sag are allowable when the steel
members are above the condu.ctor or at right angles
with conductor.

Most standard insulator pins are too

short to provide proper clearance when the conductor
is installed above and parallel with the steel support.
c. Effect of Type of Bus on Ease of Extensions.
One of the most important ad.vantages of the
rigid tFpe of bus is that its use permits a station to
be designed more easily on the unit-type plan, thus allowing extensions to be made with ease.

Also, in the initial

installation, the steel framework and concrete foundations
need not be provided for future requirements.

V.Jhen the

non-rigid type of bus is used, consisting of standard
conductor and strain insulators, a ohange of supports
is Irequently necessary for an extension of transformer

or £eeder circuits.

Another objection to this type of

bus is the appearance of connections from the bus
equipment.

to

Espeoially in a short span, the strain in-

sulators oocupy a large part of the

~an.

Connections

to equipment, mounted on the same steel support that
holds the strain insulators, must be off-set some dis-

tance in order to make connection with the bus beyond
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.the strain insulators.

This results in an undesirable

app earanc e.

d. Use of Suspension Disconnectors and Choke

Coil~.

The most important advantages of the non-rigid
type bus are that it permits the use of suspension dis-

COTlllectors and choke coils, and that the points of
support of the bus are few in number.

iilso standard

line material can be used for the buses and cOIl..Ylections.

e. Present Practice in Buses for Low and
High

\!olya~_s.

Because of the reasons given in preceding
divisions a, b t c and d t it is better prac.tice to use
pin-type insulators and rigid bus on low and medium

voltage

installations,~nd

strain-type insulators and

non-rigid bus on high voltage installations.

f. Non-rigid Bus Supports.
For the non-rigid bus, the support is mostly

standard line material.

It consists of a hook or clevis

fastened to the steel support followed by a nmnber of
standard disc insulators, the nUlnber depending upon the
voltage.

The insulators ara followed either by a special

roller clevis, or by a standard clevis and thimble through

which the conductor passes and is fastened by a standard
three-bolt clamp.
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Since about 30% of line voltage is am?lieQ to
the insulator,next to the conductor,some

~ecial

arrange-

ments are made at this insulator for very high voltage
systems.

~his

percentage in the uneven distribution of

voltage over a long string of' insulators is practically

constant for strings of any nlunber of units above five.
Increasing the number of units does not decrease the
stress on the insulator next to the line.

It is evident

then, that" for very high volt'ages, the voltage across
the first insu.lator is higher than that allowed. in good

pract ice.

Either of two method s may be used for

ing this uneven distribution of

volt~ge:

C orrect-

static shields

may be used on standard disc insulators, or the insula-

tor unit s may be graded by the use of unit s of large
size at end next to line conductor.
g. Rigid Bus.Supports.
For the rigid bus, the support should be of the
interchangeable unit construction type.

In this type,

either the petticoat insulator, pin or cap may be replaced or interchanged.

If the voltage on the system

is raised,
only the insulator
need be c.hanged, provided
..,
.

the spacing of conductors in the original design ia
sufficient for the higher voltage.

In

case it is desired

to mount conductors below the insUlator,instead of above,
part of the cap is attached to the pin, and supports

conductor while the cap is then arl'"anged for mounting
on the steel support.
lPor vertical arrangement of conductor it is
preferable to mount insulator in a 45-degree position
by use of angular pins and caps,

although recent tests

indicate little reduction in inSluation strength
insulator in horizontal position.

with

A vertical position

of insulator,for a conductor in a vertical positiontmay
be used with a s]?ecial attachment for holding the conductor the proper distance from the base of the insulator.
The 'Part of the bus support to be mounted on the
steel member should not have more than two mounting
bolts.

These should be arranged so that the snpport can

be mounted on a single structnral angle or other structural form.

If the su.pI>0rt is to be mounted on

pipe

framework. the base of the pin should be arranged for
U bolts.

Cap and pin should be adjustable so that the

support can be mounted op a steel member, perpendicular

to,ar parallel with the

conducto~althonght

if the latter

arrangement is used_ a special pin may be necessary in
order to provide sufficient clearance between conductor
and steel.
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h. Rigid EusSupported by Suspension Insulators.

For very large capacities,copper pipe may be
used for the bus,in place of stranded cable,and it may
be supported by suspension insulators.

.A catenary

type of construction may be used similar to that used
in supporting trolleys in electric railways. The supporting cable may be of steal or copper-clad steel. It is

attached to the steel structure by means of disc suspension insulators, the number of which depends

upon

the voltage.

the

The copper pipe is supported from

steel cable at frequent intervals with connectors of
varying lengths depending upon distance from
structure.

steel

Turnbuckles should be installed between

the insulators supporting the steel cable and the stee1
structure in order to adjust the tension in the cable.
The ends of the copper pipe should also be supported
on strain or suspension insulators.

Thus, in

this

arrangement, a high voltage large capacity bus may be
supported on four strings' of insulators per
i . Rigid Structural Steel

A recent development in

phase~

Bus.

t~es

of buses is the

structural steel bus which has the advantage of few insulator supports of the non-rigid or cable bus, and the
advantage of light load on the steal structure of the
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rigid copper pipe bus.

For moderate capaoities (400

amperes or 1ess),this bus may consist of two 2-1/2 in.
x 2-1/2 in. x 1/4 in. galvanized structural steel

angles fastened back to back with 1/4 in. spacers. For
large capacities,~ 1/4 in. copper bart with width depending upon desired capacity. may be fastened between
the backs of the angles.

The copper pipe bus must be supported at intervals of from about 6 to 10 feet.

The supports on

the

steel bus described above may be 22 feet apart reSUlting
in lower cost of insulators and fewer points of possible

failure.

If the length of' the bus is greater than

the

length OI available angles, they may be fastened together by means of the spacer,and the cu.rrent carrying
capac ity of the j oint may be increased. by the use of

standard rail bonds.

Connections between buses and

equipment can be made by copper pipe which can

be

connected to the steel bus by means of eopper lugs
with pipe connection on one end and flat spacer on the

other.

The steel bus may be su.pportad either by sus-

pension insulators or by pillar insulators.
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12. Bus Connections.
a. Types of Connections.
Most connections to equipment should be made
with clamp fittings so that a minimum time will be required to disconriect t remove, and replace equipment.
Other connections \W1ich are not likely to be disconnected may be soldered or welded.
b. Connections to Bushings.

Cormections leading to terminal insulators
or bushings should be arranged so that there is
appreciable strain on the bushing.

Otherwise.

no
the

bushing is likely to be damaged.

c. Connect ~EP.~_ to lJightning Arresters.
Connections should. malee as direct a path as
'Possible to lightning arresters.

Bends or loops

in

the conductor increase the reactance to the lightning
discharges and, consequently, decrease the protection
of the arrester.

All sharp bends in conductors should

be avoided as they tend to cause voltages to be built
up at these points when surges occur.
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d. Methods ?I Adjusting for 3xpansion
and Contraction.
Allowance must be made in connections for
expansion and contraction.

In non-rigid buses or

connections, turn-buckles or adjustable eyebolts
should be installed,in order that slack may be removed in summer and excessive tension in winter.
In rigid connections between equipment and the bus,
a right angle bend is sufficient to take care of axpansion or contraction.

Expansion of a rigid bus is

generally taken care of by slipping through clamps
which hold bus to insulators.
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13. Lighting of Outdoor Substations.

a. Types of Lighting Systems.
Flood lighting may be successfully used in
outdoor substations if care is observed in locating
units so as to prevent glare in the eyes of operators.
In some arrangements of equipment this is difficult;
consequently, the more common form of lighting is by
incandescent lamps, spaced ar01Uld the station and

located, according to the equipment needing light. These
lamps are generally mounted with large reflectors

and

weather-proof sockets on goose-neck supports.
b. Lighting of Equipment.

Disconnectors, particularly the type operated
by a switch stick, must be well lighted, also the temperature indicating devices on transformers. Other parts
of equipment needing only occasional inspeotion, as oil
switches and lightning arresters, need have only moderate
ill umina t ion.
It is good practice not to i11uminata buses
providing they are not in a position where accidental
contact is likely.

If they are kept dark, defective

insulator can be more readily detected.
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c. Emergency IJighting.

Special tem:porary lighti:t:lg is frequently used
in case of emergency repairs at night.

Provision for

this temporary light ing should be made by installing
weather-proof receptacles at convenient points in the
substation.

If these receptacles have suf£icient

current carrying capacity, they may also be used

for

portable oil filters required for filtering oil in oil

switches and other equipment.
If th,e station is of medium or large capacity,
so that it will contain a storage battery for operation

of the oil sWitches. an emergency lighting system should
be installed.

This is accomplished by a low voltage re-

lay which automatically connects an emergency lighting
circuit with the storage battery when the voltage at

the station falls below a specified value.

In a small station,without a storage battery
for operating oil switches, an automobile battery and headlights may be controlled by a similar relay.

ThUS, in

case of power failure, emergency lights are prOVided that

reduce danger to operators and permit faster operation.
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VII. SlL:i1IJ CAPAC TTY OUTTIOOR SUBSTATI01TS.

1.

~rocedure

in Design.

In the following discussion of some' of the
general features of the small capacity and the large
capacity outdoor substation. it is not assumed tbat
the designs and arrangements here given are the only

possible ones, or that they are the best.

Merely

stana.ard methods, vmich have worked out well in prac-

tice, will be given.
Outdoor substations of both small and large
capacity have many features in common.

Consequently,

much of the discussion of the former will apply to the

latter and vice versa.

For any substation there is an

indefinite number of possible arrangements; study should
be made of' many of these arrangements with the aim of

selecting the best features of each and consolidating
them into a plan that meets the requirements of the ser-

vice.

These service requirements may be indicated by

a one-line diagram which is the starting point in

design.

the

A mental picture must then be formed of the

possible arrangements which fulfill these requirements.
Free-band sketches clarify ideas; sketches drawn to scala

indicate clearances and the necessary modification.
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2·,. r,ryp e of IJoad.

The development of the small ·ca:pac ity outd.oor
substation has resulted in an increased use of electrical
energy in locations distant from central stations.

This

type of substation allows farms, small

in-

co~unities,

dustries, mines and quarries,which could not be economically served because of' their distance from central
stations, to obtain anergy from nearby transmission lines.
The load thus obtained is generally very desirable for
the central station, since it generally tends to

in-

crease the load factor and the diversity factor of the
system.
3. Minimum Economical Size.

For various transmission line voltages, there
is a mintmum economical size of outdoor substation that
can be connected to the line to give

comm~rcial

service.

This size depends upon many factors, as: cost of pro-.
ducing energy, rates for energy, cost of substation
equipment, voltage, etc.

These sizes for the

~sual

transmission line ,voltages found in practice have been
given,as follows:
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Line

Tran~nission

Approximate Smallest
Economical 3-phase

Voltage

kv-a. Rating of

Substation

110,000

·
···
• • ·

·•

400

• • • •

250

• • • •

100

• •

88,000

•

66,000

•

44,000

•

33,000

• • •

22,000

•

13,200

•

·

•

···
··• ·

•

50

•

25

• •
··•
· · .. · · · •

25

6,600
4,600

• •

2,300

• •

• •

·• ·• •
··• • ·

·• ··

10

•

3

•

3

• •

3

Although transmission lines with voltages of
220,000 are now in

o~eration,

it is probable that

the

substation of minimum economical size will not be used
in connection with snch lines since they will be

used

as trunk lines connecting systems, or transmitting
large amounts of energy in bulk.

Consequently,

the

highest voltage given in the table is 110,000 which is

a moderately high voltage for secondary

tra~smission

systems to which small outdoor substations are likely
to be connected.
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-4. T:y-pes of. Substation Supports_,
~he

usual types of supports are wooden poles,

steel poles or steel structures.

For a substation of

very small capacity on a low voltage not exceeding
13,200, wooden pole supports are generally preferable
because of their cheapness.

]?or SlJ.bstations of capa-

cities greater than 100 k v-a, ana with voltages higher
than 13,200, steel supports are generally preferable.

5. Factors Influencing Choice of Type of Construction.
One of the factors that influence the choice
of wood or of steel construction is the probable life
of the rQstallation.

I I a neu arrangement must be

provided, due to grovnh of business, before the end
of the natural life of viood structures, the use of
steel 'structlrres is not

alY~ys

justified.

when the price of steel is very high,

01'"'

At times
in locations

where the price of wood is very low, due to close proximit y to a large supply of woad, the us e of "tNood structures may be preferable.
It is good practice to have large spacing
when wooden supports are used. Thus, for example,
66,000 volts conductors are spaced 7 feet on a wooden
and six feet on a steel structur~
structureA. The object of the ~creasea spacing is to
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reduce the danger of arcs, with the Tesulting burned.
off pins

service.

an~

croSS-B1WS, and the interruptions to

The particular field of aplJlication of the'

wooden lJole substation is in service for small ina.ustrial plants, small towns,and for farms.
For capaoities over ?5 k v-a., or for voltages
exceed.ing 22 JOOO, the steel tower is generally preferable.

Since small capacity substations d.o not have a

regular maintenance and repair crew, it is generally
wise to have the steel work galvanized rather

than

painted; the galvanizing should be done after

the

punching, drilling and fitting are finished, in or.dar

to cover all parts;

also the steel work Should be

assembled with sherardized bolts.
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6.

T~es

of Sec_ondary Eo.uipment.
The small capacity

as

e~~ension

practice.

outdoor substation began

of the pole top distribution transformer

The transformer was supported on a platform

or hung from the pole which supported .the transmi'ssion
line at the top; above the transformer were mounte~. the

sWitching and protective equipment., For

l~ger

capa-

cities, four poles were used supporting a platform on
which the transformers vvere mounted.

Because of ·the

difficulty of making repairs on transformers and be-

cause of the fire risk t .transformers of moderate and
large sizes are- now mounted on concrete foundations.
If the substation contains constant curren'ji

transformers for street lighting, or if the low tension
voltage is 2300 or less, a bUilding or housing for the

equipment will be necessary.

If the above conditions

need not be met, and if the service· does not need intricate switching equipment or the regular work of an
attendant, a bUilding is Beldam nacessary.

The cost

of electrical equipment in general, arranged for out-

door service, is about 15 to 2o-jO higher than the cost
of smilar indoor equipment.

When the difference in

cost between the indoor and outdoor equipment is greater
than the

CO'8t

of" a

~uildingt

should be consid ered.

an indoor .installation
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For a voltage as low as 2300, the difference
in price between outdoor and. indoor types of equipment"

is sometimes sufficient to cover the cost of a building.

In small installations this low tension equipment may
be enclosed in a building of steel,or wood frame-work,

covered with corrugated steel.

~lhis

bUilding wou.ld

enclose the low tension oil circuit breakers, instru-

ment transformers, instruments, and relays.

Conductors

would enter and leave the bUilding through standard
wall or roof bUshings.

Buses may be installed. outdoors

in order to reduce the size of bUilding necessary. This
bUilding, or cabinet, may contain a slate panel for
mounting disconnecting switches. automatic oil switch

and measuring instruments.

The eurrent and potential

transformers may be mounted on the side walls;

they

are not necessary, however, When the voltage does not

exoeed 440.

These compartments, or switch houses,are

designed in various standard fonns :for all the usual
types of service. as single phase or three phase light

and power, street lighting. etc.; the compartments are
ava.ilable" as oomplete units and are frequently mounted
on steel channels in order to permit easy hana.ling.
ffor small capacities a cabinet mounted on the pole or

structure is

satisfactor~.
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·~7.hen

the voltage on the low tension side of

the substation is greater than 11000. approximately,
the equipment would be of the outdoor type rather than
being enclosed in switch houses. or compartments as for
the lower voltages.

This type of substation would

probably be of sufficient capacity to warrant

the

installation of.a low tension oil circuit breaker.
A standard outdoor metering outfit would be used if

metering is desired at the substation.
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7:. Gen..er~l

Arr~pgement

of .illquipment.

In a satisfactory arrangement of a small capacity outdoor su.bstat ion, the high tension leads

are

first connected to an air-break switch, choke coil,
expulsion fuses, and then to the transformers. Between

the switch and the choke coil the lightning arrester
is connected.

The low tension leads from the trans-

:formers are connected to the terminal bushings of the
switch house used on low voltages.

In small capacities.

the switch house contains disconnecting sWitches, fuses,
and meters, and may be made of wood; in larger capa-

cities,

i~

contains automatic oil circuit breaker, in-

strument transformers, and meters, and is
made of steel.

generally

Ylhen an oil switch is used, the high

tension fuse is generally over-fused, so that the oil

switch takes care of all ordinary distur"bances.
Huch of the equ.ipment is available in a
H 1ll1

it-type lT form

in which, for aJrample, a disconnect-

ing switch, choke COil, and fuse are mOUll"Ged on

steel channel.

(::l.

single

This results in ease of installation and

in a minimum number of' insulator supports. The material
is quickly obtained, comparatively low in cost, and
easily adaptable to changing cond.itions; the equipment

is assembled in a large number of arrangements to meet.
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local conditions and complete substations including the
steel sllpports may be purchased as a unit for the usual
standard voltages up to 66000; trans£ormers, oil sWitches,
metering equipment, and some

f~rms

of lightning arresters,

are generally not included t hm1l1ever, as they are usually
obtained from other manufacturers.

Steel towers are

shipped complete with lJolts for assembling in the field.
When the load is less than 300 k v-a. the cost
of high te-n.sion oil switches and aluminum cell, oxid.e
film, or Autovalve, lightning arresters is usually not
warranted.

In this

case~

the high tension equipment

would include some type of fuse, as, for example, the

carbon tetra-chloride fuse, and less expensive forms

of lightning arresters, as the multiple gap, the high
speed sphere gap, graded resistance, or the compression
chamber types..

An object ion to the use of the fuse

is

that occasionally only one of the three fuses fails,
a~lowing

customers' motors to operate single phase,

with the reJult:ing probable damage if the equipment is
fully loaded.

A method of avoiding this possible trouble

is in using an automatic pole top oil s\rltch instead of
the costly frame mounted type.

With this switch would

be used three series overload trip coils with a time
limit device which will open the circuit on" continued
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o-verload but not on momentary overloads.

Pull cables

Inay be arranged to close the switch from the ground.

This switch is available for voltages up to 15000 but
could be developed for h'igher voltages.

When the size

of the station does not justify the installation of an
oil circuit breaker, consideration should be given to
probable growth.

If an increase in load sufficient to

warrant the expense of an oil switch is likely, provision
should be made, when plans are prepared for the original
.installation, for replacing the air-break switch

with

an oil switch.
]lOT

substations with capacities of about 50

to 300 k v-a., when the e:x:Pense of an aluminum cell,
oxide film, or Aut ovalve

<

lightning arrester is not

justified t a two-pole a:rrangement is satisfactory. 'Nhen
the transformer capacity is not exceeding three 25 k v-a.
units, the transformers may be mounted on the poles or
on a platform supported by the polese For larger capac i ties, it is preferabl e to m01IDt the transformers on
concrete foundations on the ground, thus reducing the
weight on the poles, which weight tends to shorten their
lives.
When the oapacity is from 300 to 600 k v-a.,

and the oharaoter of the load is such as to require the
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protection of an aluminum cell, o::xio.e film, or A.utovalve ,
arrester, a four-pole arrangement is preferable. In this
case, transformers should be mounted on concrete foundations.
\jilien the capac ity is small, or when cost must
be a minimum, the lightning arrester on the high tension

side is omitted as its cost may not be off-set by the in-

creased insurance against interruption.

Protection

against lightning is furnished by the overhead ground
wire.

If the low tension siela is connected to an over-

head distribution system, an inexpensive type of lightning

arrester, as the multiple gap type, would be used.

J.3uses and connections for a small capacity substation are preferably of copper pipe, if capacity is
large enough to warrant it; for very small capacity"
solid copper \vi:ra is sat isfactory in sizes larger

than

No.4 B. & S. gage.
If the substation is to be used fox lighting
service, automatic induction regulators on the Idw tension
£eeders would be desirable.

For small capacity substa-

tions, these regu.lators would be of the outdoor type. ]!'or
large capacity substations, if the low tension equipment

is mounted in a building. or in compartments, the regula.tor may be similarly mounted and may be of the indoor type.
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..8. Meas uring Instr umen ts in Smal l Subs tatio ns.

If the subs tatio n serve s a sing le custo mer,
the energ y may be mete red at the stati on-" if howe ver ,
lit
t
seve ral cust aner s are serve d, the met ering eq_uipmen

must of cour se be loca ted so that indiv idua l demands
will be reco rded . In th~s case , total izing mete rs
may be desi rable in the subs tatio n as a check on the
custo mers ' mete rs or as an indic ation of losse s in

distr ibut ion.

If this is not cons idere d esse ntial ,

pote ntial trans form ers will not be neede d at the substati on 1Ulle ss ther e is a sourc e of powe r on the
custo mers ' side of subs tatio n and a poss ible need for
sync hron izing . Curr ent trans form ers, howe ver, will be
need ed for tripp ing oil circu it break ers on over -load
or shor t circ uit on feed ers.

Sinc e rate sche dules are frequ ently based upon
mpa maxim um dema nd charg e as well .as an energ y consu
tion char ge, both watt -hou r mete rs and maximum demand
meas uring

~ppa ratu s

are need ed.

A reco rding or graph ic

wattm eter affo rds a good means of meas uring maximum
indema nd. The energ y consu mptio n is meas ured by the
tegr ating watt -hou r mete r.

Since rate sche dules also

freq uent ly cont ain a powe r facto r clau se, a reac tive
r
volt- ampe re indic ator for regis terin g the powe r facto
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-is needed.

In some eases in recent practice, rates

for electric service are based upon kilovolt-amperes
instead of energy consamption of kilowatts; for this
purpose kilovolt-ampere meters are available.
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VIII. LARGE C.lLP.ACITY OUT])OOR

1.

Im~ortance

in

SUESTATIOH.

of Large Capacity Outdoor Substation'

Super-poVl~r

System.

i1he development of the large capacity outdoor

substation has been one of the mpst important factors
in the economical distribution of energy'over

large

areas, and in the interconnection of power systems.
This interconnection and the

develo~ment

of a

super-~ower

system results in a significant saving in operating expenses.

Because of the diversity factor of different

systems, their peak demands do not occur simultaneously;
conseQ.uently, each system need not maintain enough generat-

ing capacity to supply its peak load; some of' this capacity may be obtained from some other systan through interconnection.

When hydro-electric stations form pc-.rt of

the system, they may be operated at as near full aapacity

as water supply conditions permit.

In.thermo-electric

stations, the most economical generating units may be
operated continuously at, or near, full load t while the

less economical units can be employed on short t iDle service.

It has been estimated that the saving resulting

from interconnection of

~ower

systems and the development

of a super-power system in New England and New York wi1l

amount to over

~300tOOO,OOO.

annually.
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2. The Substation Building.
One way in which the large capacity substation

differs from the small capacity type is that, in the former, part of the equipment is :frequently housed in a

bUilding.

iunong this equipment one will usually find

the switchboard and sYlitchboard equipment, such a's con-

trol s1FJitches, metering instruments, indicating instruments, and. relays; storage battery for operating oil

circuit breakers; motor generator set for charging
storage battery; oil pmnp and oil filter press; water
I

pumps for circulating transformer cooling water; lifting

tOil7er; repair space; and. rotating

e(~ui:pment,

such as

synchronous converters or condensers or motor-generator
sets.

In the larger stations, this bUilding is of fire-

proof construction.

When the low tension voltage is less

than aboll1i 11000 t the low vol tagaeG.uipment is likely to
be mounted in the building, since complete outdoor equip-

ment :for such low voltage has not yet been developed.
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3.

~he

Switchboard.

The switchboard usually consists of one panel
for each feeder circuit, for each bank of transformers,
and for each synchronous condenser, synchronous converter,
or motor-generator set.

Switchboard.s for battery ch:l.rg-

ing equipment and for station service eQuipment are
frec::q.ently mount eo. al)8.rt from the main board.

The main board may be either the vertical or
the bench type.

If it is the former" it is frequently

located about six feet from th:e wall of the bUilding
and is 90 inches high wi·th panels 24 inches wid.e.

On

this board, or on the beneh board, if such is used, are
mounted control switches, indicating lamp receptacles,
mimic buses, and indicating instruments.

About four

:feet in the rear of this main board is located

an

auxiliary board on which are mounted relays, testing
s~dtches

and recording meters. Conduits carrying con-

trol wires, leads :from secondaries of instrument transformers, etc •• should terminate at the panel vvhere these
wires should' be located.

All conduits should. terminate

at these proper locations in a steel trough. or run-way,
placed at the nase and behind the switchboard.

This

run-way permits wire to be taken to other than the one
panel where the conduit ends.

At the base of the panels

should be located a terminal board on which the wires
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end and are tagged.

~he

panel wiring is then connected

to this terminal board which then provides a ready means
for testing.
4. Types of

Su~ports

for Large Capacity Substations.

Vfuile structures of wooden poles, with steel
angles for horizontal members, have been used dWing
periods of scarcity of steel, the almost

uni~ersal

struc-

ture for large capacity substations is entirely steel.
Concrete poles, and steel pipe frame-work have been
u.sed in a few cases, the latter being much more common

than the Tormer.

For moderate oapacity substations,

the folloliving advantages are claimed for the pipe framework structure:
steel;

(1) cheaper to install than structural

(2) all parts are conveniently kept in stock and

are readily available since they are standard switchboard
parts;

(3) specially trained labor is not required for

erection;

(4) less time required for erection.
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5. },:Iethod of Design of Supporting Structuxe.
a. Requirements for Steel Designer.
Vilhan a structural steel support is used, its

design should be made by a structural steel designer
who is proVided by th e elec"trical designer with a sketch

showing the type of structure; the dimensions, weights,
and spacings of all

ap~aratus

to be mounted on structure;

the size of all holes necessary for mounting this apparatus; and the necessary clearances between conductors and
steel.
b. Loading Data.

The steel design should be basedliberal loading data.

u~on

rather

i?or suspension buses, the pull

allowed per wire should be about 2000 lb. to 2500 lb.,
the former being sufficient if the deflection of the

towers is taken :into account.

The wind

loads depend u.pon the location.

and ioe

In northern part of

country, oommon loadings are: 20 lb. per square foot
of projected area of

conductor~

and 30 lb. per square

foot of projected area of steel frame for wind load.
A common assumption of ice load on conductors is 1/2
inch, thickness.

The loading must also taka into account

the dead weight of equipment t conductors and steel.
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c. Standardyorms of Design.
As far as is possible, steel supports should
be designed in a standard form.

Thus, standard girders,

towers, etc. Should be designed for various sizes, and
the complete arrangement made up as much as possible
from these stan(lards which may a:Lso be used in other inThis results in much saving both in design

stallations.

and in fabrication of the steel.
d. Protection of Steel Against Corrosion •
.AII steel work must be given protection against

corrosion.

In moderate sized stations without regular

repair crew, galvanized steel supports may be preferable.
A large capacity station, however, has a better appearance if all the equipment and su.pports are painted a
uniform color.

A light gray color is best

~or

trans-

former, oil Switch, and lightning arrester tanks as
this tends to prevent absorption of hea.t from the rays
'of the sun.

The design of the steel work should be

such as to permit all exposed parts to be painted. All
erection and mounting bolts, nuts, and small hardware
should, preferably, be galvanized or Sherardized.

A

disadvantage in the use of structural steel which
necessarily requires ps.inting is the difficulty of repa"inting after the station is put in operation.

This
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~nvolves

either the nee essi ty of removing :from servic e

part of the equipment or of the painter working in

dangerous places.

In such cases. where the removal of

equipment from service is objectionable, the structures
should be completely galvanized.

6. Transformer :t.i.eql1i:rements.

a. Arrangement

o~ TranE~ormers~

Transformers should be arranged in a continuous row, or in

WIO

parallel continuous rows.

A

transfer traclr should be located parallel to the row
of transformers and also between the rows when
rows are used.

two

At right angles with this transfer

track.a track is laid to each transformer location,
including a location of a spare transformer.

b. Accessories for Transformer Repairs.

Transformers are mounted on wheels at standard gage'l which is also the gage of the traclcs. The

transfer track leads to the repair house vmich
generally part of the bUilding containing the

board. etc.

is
switch-

A transfer truck running on the transfer

track enables the right angle turn to be made.

lifting tower or hoist of sufficient strength to lift
the core of the transformer out of the case is located
in the repair house.

The transformer track is boltec

to a conc:rete fOlmdation.
vfuen the substation is located near a power
sta·~iont

a hoist may not be necessary.

The

transfer

traelc can generally be arranged to convey transformers

_ into the power station vfuere the station crane can be
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maa.e use of in making repairs.

_

c. Oil storage .... ::ant:.
..--........

--------,~_

An oil storage tank should be provided to hold
the oil of a transformer, when repairs are being made. A
:piping system ShOllla. be installed for draining the oil

from any

transformer~

or oil circuit breal:er, to

the

storage tanlc; this tank. is also used 1iVhen the oil
being filtered.

is

The tank is generally made of boiler

plate,although concrete with a waterproof surface has
been used; since the tank holds the oil for only

a

short time,the leakage is small.

d. Space for Regair Work.
Repair facilities must be made adequate in

order to keep the cost of repairs at a minimum.
Sufficient space must be provided which is definitely
planned for repair work, although this space may
leapt at a minimum by removing the transf'onner

be

t~nk

outdoors when repairs are being made on the core.
~jith

adequate repair facilities, a.elays are avoidec1.

and damagea. equipment is speed ily put back into s er- .
vice.
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7. C.90ling Systems

f~r Tran~:formers.

-_

a. Self-cooled System.

.. ~,~---

The two types of transformers used in out-

door substations are the self-cooled ana. the watercooled types.

In the self-cooled type the heat,

developed in -the interior of the windings and core t
is conducted to the surfaces.

The oil in contact

with these surfaces beoomes heated and rises to the

top of the transformer tank; here it flows outward
and descends along the siQes of the transformer tank
through Which the heat is radiated into the air. In

order to increase the area of the tank exposed to the

air, the tank,in the large sizes,is corrugated. In
. th·€) very large sizes, steel tubes are connected to the

tanl::: at the top and bottom, or radiators with a large

number of small tUbes are similarly connected.
b. ','later-cooled

.Syst~

In the water-cooled type the transformer temperature is under more definite control.

This type has

a smooth tank with a copper cooling coil located at the
tOIJ of

the tank.

The cooling j)r oc ess differs from that

in the se1f-coolad type in that the heat in the hot oil

at the top of the tank is removed by water which flows
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-throngh the cooling coil.

The cooled oil descends

along the sid,es of tank after which it rises again
through

ducts~

removing the heat from the core ana,

coil,s.
c .• Cooling Water Hot .H.ecoverecl.

There are two methods of handling the cool-

ing water: (1) that in which the water is wasted;
(2) that in whi~b the vVcater is recovered.

The first method is used when an adequate
supply of water is available

±~om

a nearby lake or

river to which the warm water is returned.

The second method is used when the water
supply is from a city service or from deep wells;
either a

sp~ay

pond or a cooling tower may be em-

ployed in recovering the cooling water.
d.

Coolin~

Water . Rec.2.!.E ed by Spray Pond

Method.

The spray pond method requires considerable
space

~

about 50 feet by 50 feet for a moderate sized

installation.

In this method, a series of nozzles,

through whioh the -water is sprayed, is mounted over a

pond.

A circulating pump is necessary to draw the

water from the pond and to force it through the trans-

former cooling coils and through the nozzles.
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e. Cooling Water Hecovered by Cooling 11 0wer
lTethod.

The two types of cooling towers are: (1) the
forced draft cooling tower which is 'enclosed and has a

current of air Iorced through it in order to increase
the evaporation and cooling; (2) the atmospheric cooling tower which is open, perm i tting free c ircnla tion

of air from all directions, or the atmospheric cooling
tower which is enclosed.

de~ending

upon natural draft

for circulation of air.

The water is pumped to the dis-

tributors at the top of the tower where it is broken up
into dr0I>s in order to expose to the air the largest

..

snrface per unit volume.

As soon as the outside film

of the water drops has been cooled, the drops are
collected and again broken up in order to present a

new cooling surface to the air.

The water flows from

one cooiing lath to another, floWing .over each lath in
a thin :film and breaking up :into a fine spray as it
spashes to the next lath.

These cooling towers should

be made either of at.eel or of cypress which wood: does
not deteriorate rapidly in water.
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f. ?umpin,g

~nd

Circulating System.

An elevated supply tank may be used for holding the water when p1uuped from the walls.

Duplicate

pumps should be installed in order to reduce chance of
water supply failure.

An 'Emergency connecti'on should

be arranged. if possible. \tith a city

serviee~

although

the rates may be too high to permit general use. Piping
connections should be arranged so that either pump can
do thr ea things. namely: (I) 'Pump from any well into
the supply tank; (2) pump from well through transformer
cooling coils; or (3) simply circulate the cooling water
from the cold well beneath the cooling towers, through
the tranSIormers and back through the

tow~rs.

In normal

operation, one pump should be connected so t:hat it will
discharge into the supply tank.

A float switch in this

tank will keep a constant ele"Vation of water. The other
pump normally circulates the water th:rough the trans-

formers and the cooling tOVlers.

In order to keep a

SUfficient supply of circulating water and. to make up
for evaporation, an automatic. float val-ve may be installed in the cold well to admit water from the supply

tank by gravity and to keep it at a given level. For a
given load on a transformer, water must be pumped
through the cooling coils at a given rata; in order to
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detel"llline whether the proper rate of flow is being
maintained, the transf'ormer should be equipped. with
flow meters.
If the vilater in a nearby river is too :r.lurlcly

for use in cooling coils, a shallow well may be dug
nearby, thus using the ground as a filter. fhe expense of pumping will then be less than it \vould be

if a deep well were

llS80.,

and it l:vi.ll not be much gl·eater

than it vlOuld. be in ).JU111ping dir ectly from the

xi vel'.

Care must be taken to prevent any cooling
coils from becoming clogged.

A sight flow or other

indicating device, showing Whether or not the cooling
sys"'Gem is operating t should. be installed.

prevent freezing, all exposed

w~ter

In order to

piping should be

lagged in a similar manner to that of steam piping.

The water in th·e cooling coil in idle trans:Eormers
may be pr event ad from freezing by energizing the transformer, the heating effect of the magnetizing current
being suf:ficient to lreep temperature above freezing;

if' air containing moisture is pr esent in the tank, this

method also prevents condensation of moisture.
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~, Operati_on

ot: Coolin_g System in ZXtreme

Weather.

An objection to the cooling tower and

s~ray

pona. method is that in the hottest period of the year

when the greatest amount of cooling is need.ed. the
relative hrunidity is highest.

Consecuently, it be-

comes difficult to reduce su:fficiently the tanperatul"e
of the cooling water.

A more constant

tem~erature

of

cooling water may be obtained by pumping water from

one deep well and returning the hot water to a nearby
well,so that it is cooled in the ground.
In s'everely cold weather, sufficient cooling
is obtained from surface evaporation in the basin or
coJ.d "veIl beneath the towers.

A by-pass valve admits

water to one end of the basin and it is withdrawn

from the other end.

This also eliminates the troliole

due to freezing in the towers.

In unusually

hot

weather, cold. water may be pumped continuously from
the supply well int 0 the circulating system and the
same amount of hot water discnarged, thus assisting
the cooling system in maintaining the cooling water

at su:Eficiently low temperature.
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h. Use of Cooling Coil in Self-Cooled
Transformer.
It is occasional practice to install a water

cooling coil in a self-cooled. transformer, in order
to increase its capacity at times vmen an increase is
needed.

For example, a three

phase~

1500 ID7-a., 60

cycle, 66000/16500 volts, self-cooled, radiator type
transformer, \Vith water cooling coil carrying 8-1/2
gallons par minute, may be operated at 3000

kv~-a.

with a temperature rise OI 65 degrees centegrade.
The self-cooled transformer is being bui1t

in larger capacities than fonnerly, (up to about
10,000 kv-a.) and its use is increasing.

Thus,the

expense and trouble of the water supply and cooling
systa-n is eliminated.

However, the cost is about 25%

greater than the water-cooled type and its capacity
is likely to be reduced during hot weather because the
cooling rate is rather definitely fixed.
cooled type, the rate of

flo~

In the water-

of water may be varied and,

consequently, a more even temperature can be

throughout the year with no reduction

in

maintained

capacity.
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8.

Grou~~_s.

and Ground Connections.

a. Need of Ground Connections.
The problem OI ground connections should be
given careful attention in every substation in order
to reduce the hazard to the operators.

Live parts

of the circuit may come in contact Vl;i.th frames, or
cases of equipment,or with steel supports,unless these
frames, cases,and supports are properly grounded. Also
voltages may be induced in these frames and supports,
due to proximity, without contact, with current carrying parts.

b. Method of Installing Ground Connections.

The ground connections should be installed
before the foundations for apparatus are made.

A

satisfactory method is to drive one inch or larger
steel pipes as far as possible into the bed of each
of the excavations for the foundations.

These ground

pipes should be extended above the top of foundations.
and. should be interconnected by lateral pipes laid in

trenches and connected by T connections to the ground
pipes.

All pipe connections should be carefully made;

contact surfaces in T connections and couplings should
be clean and drawn up tightly so that the ends of the

pipes meet in the couplings.
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c. Method of

Connec~~~

Equipment to

Ground Connections.
,After

theel~ctrical

equipment is installed,

connections are made from all parts to be grounded to
the ground pipes extend.ing above the foundations.

Jl.

satisfactory method of making a ground connection,
wh'en the part to Which connection is made is a

flat

surface, such as a flat portion of a steel structuxs,
is a

pi~e

structure.

flange connected to· pipe and bolted to the

For connection to electrical equipment,

the end of the pipe may be flattened, a hole drilled

and the end bolted to the equipment.

A wire eOI1-TI.ec-

tion may be made to the ground pipe by means of a lug
and pipe cap.
The resistance of the ground connection'
should be measured when it is complete, and followed
by measurements at regular int ervals during the opera-

tion of the substation.

Records of these measurements

will indicate when a change in the resistance occurs
and will show the condition of the gro1md connections.
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9. General Design Peatures of the Higl?-_ Voltage
Large Capacity Substation •

..............-.

t

,..

..

a. 220,OOO-volt Large Capacity Substation.
In Chapter 6 are given the design features
of outdoor substations in general.

These features

also apply to the high voltage, large capacity sub-

station; but features will be discussed in this
section which apply particularly to this type of sub-

station.

For a definite problem, the design features

of a 220,OOO-volt, large capacity substation \nll be
considered.

These features, however, \rill apply

high "Voltage, large capacity substations in
b. Cardinal

With further

Pri~ciple ~n
developme~t

to

general.

Design_

of the 220,OOO-volt

transmission system the substation at this voltage
will become much more eorrnnon.

Because of the large

spacing required for conduc tors and equipment

at

this voltage, the substation will be almost invariably
of' the outdoor type.

Instead of flexibility of

arrangement, the cardinal principle in the design of
such a substation should be strength of' equipment and
simplicity of' arrangement.
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c. Contip.uity of Service
Strength and

R~sulting

from

Simp~icity.

The strength of the e(uipment and simJ)licity
of the arrangement

of the apparatus should be such

that failures and interruptions to service are a minimum.

J3ecause of the gJ."'eat cost of oil circuit breakers.

transxormers, etc., for this voltage,
e(~.llipment

generall~ spa~e

will not be provided in order to inS1J.re con-

tinuity of service.

Such seJ....vice is more practically

insured by adequate equipment and simplicity of its

arrangernent.

Since the service -performed by

these

220 t OOO-volt substations will be to feed into a lower
voltage system, such as a 66000 or 110000-volt system.

dependence can be placed upon the reserve capacity of
local generating stations which feeds this lower

voltage system - thus occasional int erruptions in the
220000-volt substation will be taken care of.
d. 1?rotection

a~inst

Short Circuits.

One of the prinoipal problems in the design
of a 220000-volt substation is to prOVide proteotion
from short c:ixcui t stresses.

In order to limit short

circuit currents, transformers far 220000 volts
built with high rea.otance.

are

Both transformers and oil

ciroui t breakers must have high mechanical strength
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-and adequate insulation in oraer to withstand the
stresses resulting from short circuits.

The extent

of the disturbance due to a short circuit, or to
other fall1 t on the syst Em, shou.ld be minimized by an
adequate system of relay protection which sectionalizes

and disconnects faulty equipment t lines, or fe,eders.
e. Switching and Switching Equipment.
Another of the principal problems of the
220000-volt substation is in sWitching and switching

equipment.

AdeQ.uate sWitohing equipment has been

developed, based upon the
voltage equipment.

oonnected with the

principl~s

used for ,lower

The problem OI switching is largely
amo~U1t

of current handled. It can be

shown that an economical capacity of a 220000-volt circuit is about 100000 kv-a.

Since at present the largest

three phase transformers are about 50000 kv-a., and the
largest single phase transformers are about 35000 kv-a.,
two of the former, or one three-phase bank of the latter,

vlould be required per air'cui t.

With such large blocks

of powe:r:, the currents on the low tension side of transformers would be such that they could be interrupted

only With great dif:ficulty.

Consequently, the station

design and arrangement should be such that all line
switching will be done on the high tension side of

transformers.
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f.

~ransformer

Connections.

Transformers for 220000 volts have but one
high tension bushing per phase, result ing in

less

cost and less possibility of failure than if two
bushings were used.

The other end of- each phase of

the high tension winding is permanently grounded to
the transformer core.

The transformers are thus Y Y

connected with neutrals grounded directly Which gives
the advantage of a more stable voltage and a more

positive operation of the relay protection systan.

The resistance in th,e ground connection, used in some
lower voltage systems for limiting the short circuit
current resulting from a ground on one phase, is not
needed in the 220000-volt system in which the

short

circuit current would be comparatively small and. would
not cause excessive mechanical stresses.
g.Elimination
r.rhe use

0

o!._ Lishtning .;.t!.rresters.

f 1 ightning arr est ers for prot action

against high voltage is not currant practice for
220000-volt circuits.

The reasons for elimination of

the lightning arrester are: (1) that the lightning
arrester is practically of no use in case of a direct

stroke; (2) that the insulation of the line t baving
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a normal operating voltage of 220000 volts, can withs"tjand induced. lightning o.isturl)ance, the voltage

of

v.nlich, it is believed, is of the same order, approxi-

mately, as th,e operating voltage; (3) that the solidljT
gro1illded neutral prevents abnormal rise of voltage

result ing from surges due to switching.

Therefore,

since the insulation of the line and the

ec~uipment

can withstand the highest voltages that are lilcely
to occur in :practice, the lightning arrester is not
It is believed that protection against high

needed.

frequency disturbances also can be provided by adequate
insulation of equipment.

Thi~ .pract~ce

of eliminating

the lightning arrester is becoming more common even at
lower voltage substations, as for example, the 2100001Tolt systan of the Mississippi River Power Company,
where it is found that the cost of ma:G.'1tanance of the
lightn~g

arresters is greater than the cost of re-

pairing the damage due to lightning and other disturbance,s.
h. Use of Synchronous Condensers.
Since synchronous condensers are essentiaJ.
for voltage regulation and 'Power factor correction
on long transmission lines, they must mve a 'Place in
the 220000-volt substation.
practice~

Presen t transmission line

especially on p.aw systems, is operation., at
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-constant voltage both at the sending and at the receiving ends of a line, or at all parts OI a system.

By means of automatic voltage regulators, the genera-

tor voltage, at the senc1ing end of the line t is held
constant either at the same or at a higher voltage
than that at the receiving substation end.

Voltage

regulation and power factor correction are obtained
by variation of condenser excitation:- over-excitation

at tim.:es of heavy load result ing in a leading current
taken by the condenser; under-excitation at

t~es

OI

light load resulting in a lagging clll"rent. taken by

the condenser.

The leading current results in a rise

in voltage Which neutralizes the fall in voltage, due

to heavy load; and the lagging current results

in a

fall in voltage which neutralizes the rise in voltage,
due to light load.
These condensers are usually not designed

to operate at full capacity with lagging eurrent t but
may be

s~acially

current up to

designed to operate with lagging

~5 ~ercent

of their full load rating.

Each 220000-volt line, leading to the substation,

would be provided wi th a synchronous condenser which
would be conneoted to a tertiary winding on the power

transformer connected to this line.

This tertiary
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-winding 'WOuld be arranged for the same voltage as
the condenser as, for example, 11000 or 13200, although high voltage condensers may be 'developed. The
transformer should also have a lower voltage winding,
such as 3300 volts, for starting the

condenser~

thus

eliminating the need of a starting compensator. It is

comnon practice to install synchronous condensers
with capacities not exceeding about 60 percent of the
kv~-a.

of the load at 0.8 power factor.

The capacity

of the condenser is determ:ined by (1) the power
factor of the load; (2) the load factor of the load;
(3) the characteristics of the transmission line;
(4) the extent of the voltage regulation desired for
the line; and (5) the amount of power factor correction desired.

A complete economic stUdy of the

inIluence of these various factors in
the correct capacity of the synchronous

datermining

condenser

is beyond the scope of this thesis.
i. General Arrangement.

In every case, local cO,nditions will greatly
influence the design of the substation.

Consequently,

a ccmpl-ete general arranganent can not be given.

A

single high tension 220000-volt bus will be found

preferable in many cases.

This bus should be prOVided
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with sectionalizing oil circuit breakers with relays
set for faster operation than those on the
breakers.

line

The low tension bus, 66000 or 110000 volts,

preferably should be of the ring or double type

in

l

order to provide greater fleXibility in operation.
This bus may be prOVided with sectiona1izing reactances
in order to limit short circuit currents.
j,_ Descript ion of 1!'irst 220000-volt outdoor

Sub station.
In order to complete this discussion of the
220000-volt wbstation. a brief description will be
given of the first' .out do or substation constructed for
220000 volts.

This substation, the Vaca Substation

of' the Pac ific Gas and Electric Compa.ny. is the terminus

of the double 220000-volt circuit from the Pit River

No. 1 Station of that company.
The capacity of this substation is 100,000
kv -a. with two banks of three single phase transformIl

ers.

One spare transformer is prOVided.

seven transformer units is rated at 16,667

Each of the
kv~-a.

is o£ the auto-transformer type:- the first of
type

constructe~

for 220000 volts.

this

The transformers

are of the oil. conservator type, with a single
fiJ.led high tension bushing.

and

oil

The other end of the
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high tension wind i:n;g is permanently grounded within
the transformer· tank.
The oil circuit breakers used in this

in-

stallation are similar to those used on lower voltages
except that the dimensions are greater.

Instead of

providing duplicate or spare oil circuit breakers,
air-break svlitches are used to by-pass the oil circuit breakers when repairs t adjustment s, or inspection are necessary.
Two 20,000 kv~-a. synchronous

condensers

are installed in the substation for voltage regulation.

The transformers have a tertiary winding at

11000 volts for operation of these condensers. They
also have a 3300-volt tap for starting the condensers.
The 11000 and 3300-vo1t equipment is mounted in weather-

l?x 00 f

C ompartm ant s

•

The purpose of this substation is to reduce
the line voltage. from 220000 to 110000 volts at which
the energy is distributed over comparatively
distances.

short
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IX. COSTS OF

SUBSTATIONS.

OUTDOOR

.

1. Cost Data •
The cost of an outdoor substation involves
many factors.. two important ones being local condi-

tions, and the function and design of the station.

Cost data on actual installations axe available in
the tec1mical journals, and in ilIj[ecbanical and
.

1

j:;lectrical Cost Data tl handbook by G*ette and llana.

2. Comparison of Costs of Indoor

an~

Outdoor Sub-

stations.
A comparison of costs of indoor and outdoor

substations is difficult, due to the fact that similar
sub stat ions of each type are seld.om installed u.ruler
J~stinates

similar cOl1.ditions.

for stations of 10000

l~~-a.,

of costs indicate that,

and 66000 volts,

the

saving in cost in favor of the outd.oor snbstation is,
ap])J."'o::iElately, from 10 to 15 percent.

:_for larger

capaci ties antt higher voltages, as 110000 volts, for
exarnple, the saving is, appr'oximat e1 y, from 20 to 25
percent.

II the station contains much bus and switch-

ing equipment, the saving amounts to. approximately,
30 or 35 per cent.

Under some conditions, particUlarly
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-for very high vol tages t the saving may amount to

50 per cent.
3. Oosts for 33000 to 2300-volt Substations.
An examination of cost "data indicates a wide

variation in costs for substations of the same capa-

city, type, and. voltage, due largely to local concli-

tions.

]'01"

example, the total costs of three phase,

"steel tower, substations :for 33000 to 2300 volts
for various capacities have the following approximate

values:
Capac it ies
in

Approximate total

cost in dollars
per

kv.-a.
45

kv~-a.

from 20 to 36
n

16

TT

If

15

n 24

90

n

13

11

22

120

n

11

11

20

150

rr

9

n

18

300

n

8

'If

16

600

"

6

11

15

1000

u

5

n

14

2000

n

4

n

12

60
'76

30
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4. Cost Data Curves.
The compilation of cost data for substations
of all types, capacities, and voltages cannot be
given here.

Some available published cost data are

present eo.. , in the form of curves, for substations of
a few common

t~~es

and voltages.

This data is only

approximate, and is for substations with the following
equipment:
a. Cost Datal Sheet 1.
Curve 1 gives costs for substations wlth
high tension disconnecting fuses; transformer
mounted on wooden -pole; and low tension eCiui:pment
in enclosed switoh house.

Curve 2 gives costs for substations with high
tension air-break switch. and. fuse; three single
:phase transformers in three phase connection mounted
on wooden poles; low tension equipment -in enclosed
switch house.
b. Cost

Dat~t

Sheet 2.

Curve 1 gives costs for substations with high
tension air-break switch, choke coils, and fuses;
three single

p~ase

transformers mounted on platform

attaohed to steel structure; aluminum cell lightning
arrester; low tension equipment in enclosed switch
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house.

The steel frame-work is painted and is

three feet wide with transformer connections
mounted on brackets outside of the structure.
Curve 2 gives costs for substations similar
to those involved in Curve 1 except that the steel
fr~ne-work

is galvanized and is nine feet wide,

with transformer connections on horizontal supports
mounted inside of the steel stnlcture.
c. Cost Data, Sheet 3.

Curve 1 gives costs of substations with high
tension air-break switch, choke aOi1, and fuses;
three single phase transformers mounted on concrete slab on the ground; aluminum cell arrester;
low tension equipment in switch house; steel
structure galvanized.
Curve 2. gives cost of substations with high
tension disconnecting switch, choke coil, and oil
switch; three single phase transformers mounted on
a concrete slab on the ground; aluminum cell arrester;
low tension equipment mounted in a meter house; steel
structure galvanized.
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d.

Co~t

pata ,. Shee t 4.

Curv e J. give s trans form er cost s per kv -: -a.
of a sing le phas e trans form er for 1650 0 volt s
high tens ion and 110 - 220 Yolt s low tens ion.
Curv e 2 give s stati on equip ment cost s per
for
k.v -a. inclu ding the cost of :pole struc ture
outd oor subs tatio ns of the same Yolta ge as that
of trans form ers the cost of whic h is given in

Curv e 1.
e.

Cos~ Da~a,

Shee t.5.

Curv e 1 give s trans form er costs per

kv~- a.

for thr aa sing le phas e trans form ers for 1650 0

volt s high tens ion and 110 - 220 volts low tensi on.
Curv e 2 give s stati on equip ment c·ost s per k'v,,- a.

inclu ding the cost of poJ.e struc ture for outao or
sub stat ions of the same volta ge as that of tran sform ers the coat of whic h is given in Curv e 1.

f. Cost Data l Shee t 6.
Curv e 1. give s trans form er cost s per kvo- a.·
for three Sing le phas e trans form ers for 1650 0 volt s
high tens ion and 2200 volt s low tensi on.
Curv e 2 give s stati on equip ment cost s per

kv~-a .

inclU ding the cost ' of stee l towe r struc ture for out-
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door substations with voltages of 16500 on high
tension side and 2200 on low tension side.
~.

Cost Data, Sheet 1.

Curve 1 gives transformer costs per

k~~-a.

for three single phase transformers for 35000
volts high tension and 2200 volts low tension.
Curve 2 gives station equipment costs per
l[v~-a.

including the cost of pole structure for

outdoor substations with voltages of 35000

on

high tension side and 2200 on low tension side.
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1.

OUTDOOR SUBSTASfION STANDARD FORMS.

Standardization of Ferte of Substations.
In Section 9 of Chapter VI it was stated that

standardization of outdoor substations consists large1y
of standard design of parts of large stations
standard substation in small sizes.

9

and

The result of the

development of standard parts. is a large saving in cost
of equipment, cost of construction, and cost

of

mainte~

nanoe:. eqUipment can be purchased in large quantities,
with the assurance' that it will be applicable in substations to be oonstructed in the future; construction
men become familar with the erection of parts of the
eqUipment and can assemble in less time substations in
whioh these parts are the same as in substations previously constructed; when several substations in a power
system have similar parts

t

the amount

0

f

equipment kept

on hand for repairs and maintenance is much less.
2.

Standard Bus Wiring.
,
A few forms of standard bus wiring are given

in the following sheets.

These forms are for high tension

substation bUs wiring of the non-rigid type of bus
. supported by suspension insulators.
develo~ed by

These details were

the writer for substations of the New England

Power Oompany.
Sheet No. 6 shows details of dead end of bus

on a steel structure with a oonnection from the bus
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to Borne equipment located beneath the structure.

Stand-

ard forms of equipment are specified.
Sheet No.6 shows a similar dead end oonnection
and similar tap

{om the

bus to some equipment.

In

addition, s.';turnbuckle is shown which is needed in one
end of eaoh bus in order that the tension in the bus

may be adjusted with change of temperature.
Sheet No. ? shows details

0

f

connecting bus

to a General Electric Company Type LG-119 air-break,
or disconnecting sWitch, supported on the stee 1 girder
that supports the bus.

The insulator next to the steel

girder must be moved out far en.ough to give sufficient
clearance between it and the base of the switch.
Sheet No. 8 shows a similar connection to an
air-break switch with the addition of a choke c011,
with

details of the connections from bus to choke coil

and from choke coil to switch.
Sheet No. 11 is similar to Sheet No. 5

exce~

that the dead end is connected to a wooden pole structufe with

steel aross-arm, and a speoial roller clevis

is used in connecting the 1lus to the insulators.

When

this clevis is used the bus wire need not be

cut~thus

eliminating a joint in the electric circuit.

It also

gives greater ease in erection.

Sheet No. 12 shows a dead 'end connection similar to that

of

Sheet No. 11 with the addition of an

eye bolt arranged to perform the duty of a turnbuckle.
Sheet No. 13 fhows a dead end connection similar to that of Sheet No. 12 except that a turnbuckle
with eye and clevis is used instead of the eye bolt.

The arrangement shown on Sheet No. 12 is preferable
because -the tap connect ion to eq uipment is nearer the
supporting structure.
Sheet No. 14 shows details of connections
from bus to a

suspen~ion

disconnecting SWitch, and from

-the switch to the suspension inSUlators, and the tap
to equipment.

Sheet No. 15 shows details of connections of
a suspension disconnecting switch similar to that of
Sheet No. 14 except that the connection between the
disconnecting switch and the bus insulators is shorter
and simpler.

Sheet No. 16 shows details of co'nnections
from bus to dhoke coil and jom choke coil to bUB insulators using bUB wire and three-bolt clamps for the
latter conneotion.
Sheet No. 17 shows details of dead end connection to middle of steel girder, instead of to top as
shown in Sheet No. ,.

A tap is made to an air-break

switch mounted on the steel gir4er.

The connection from

bus inSUlators to girder is by oablt, and three-bolt
clamp...
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The above groupsof standard detail designs

are presented as an example of standardization of parts
of a substation.

Similar groups have been

p~epared

for other parts of a substation as for example: (1)
steel orOBs-arms for supporting insulators, and various

types of' air-break switches and fuses; (2) steal
girders and towers; (3) concrete foundations for towers,
transformers, oil switches, lightning arresters, and
metering Qut:fits of various types; (4) wiring diagrams
of connect ions for all parts of the equipment as, for

example, for relays, instruments, control circuits, etc.;
(5) types of lighting fixtures and fittings usea in
substation lighting.
In the design of a new substation, the general arrangement is determined by local conditions and
requirements; while the detail design of many of the

parts

o~

the equipment is that of the standard details

as previously designaa.
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3.

Standardization of small Capacity Substations.

It has been previously stated that standard
substations of small capacity are possible, similarly

as standard detail parts are possible.

In the standard

substation, the arrangement of the eq uipment should be
such as to fit a variety of conditions due to the fact

that the conditions are likely to be different in each
installation.

Some companies have developed standard

substations for various capacities and voltages, but

th~

benefits of these developments are reduced when they

must be much modified in order to fulfill local condi tions.
4.

Standard Substation Designs.
A

few forms of standard substations are given

in the following sheets.

These designs are for various

voltages from 13,200 to 44,000 for the high tension

side.

In most cases, the low tension side could be

arranged for any voltage used in practice.

These small

capacity substations are the type that are used for

customers' substations; consequently, they have the
single cirouit, single bus arrangement.

They may be

located at the ends of feeders from a power station or

from a large capacity substation with higher voltage
on the high tension side.
While complete standardization of the large
capacity substation is generally impossible, it fre-

quently may be standardized to a considerable extent as,
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for exam ple, the entir e low tensi on bus struc ture and
feed er circ uits may be prac tical ly iden tical with that
of simi lar subs tatio ns.

Gene rall ~sta ndar d desig ns

are

not made for these struc ture s; the desig ner, bain g familia r with past prac tice, makes a desig n for a new
struc ture as near ly iden tical with past prac tice as
possi i-ble, at the same time fulf illin g loca l requ ireMost of these loca l cond ition s and reqU ireme nts,
howe ver, can freq uent ly be fulf illed by varie d arran ge-

ment s.

mant s in the high tensi on part of the subs tatio n.
In the follo Wing desig ns of smal l capa city

outd oor SUb stati ons, most of the mate rial and equip ment
whio h is spec ified is that of a stand ard manu faotu rer
tof' outd oor subs tatio n equip ment - the Delta sta.r Elec
ric Company. On these desig n shee ts is given a singl e
line wirin g diagr am shOWing the elec tric, l conn ectio ns
um
of' the subs tatio n. On scme shee ts is given the maxim
dime nsion of

t~an sfor mers

thus fixin g the maximum

ca~

acity OI the subs tatio n for the given arran geme nt.

Shee t No.1 shows the stand ard subs tatio n
desig n whic h ca.n be adap ted for eithe r 13200~ ~OOO or
The supp ortin g struc ture is wooden. The
3~OO O volts ..
high speed sphe re gap light ning
arre ster; air-b reak switc h with oper ating hand le: horn
gap fuse ; chok e coil ; trans form ers; low tensi on bus.

eqUi pmen t cons ists of':

'5+
Sheet No. 2 shows

desi~l

which can be adapted

for either 13200,22000, or 33000 volts.
structure is wooden.

~he

The supporting

equipment consists of:

aluminum cell lightning arrester connected to line through
disconnecting sWitch; air-break switch with operating
handle; Schweitzer and Conrad fuse; choke coil;transformers; and low tension bus.
Sheet No.3 shows design for 13200, 22000,
or 33000 volts, with wooden structure.

Equipment con-

sists of: air-break switch with operating handle; horn
gap fuse and high speed sphere gap lightning arrester;
Schweitzer and CQnrad fuse; choke coil; transformers;
and low tension bus.

Sheet No.4 shows design for 13200, 22000,
or 33000 volts, with wooden structure.

Equipment con-

sists of: air-break sWitch with operating handle; horn
gap lightning arrester connected to line through a horn
gap fuse; Schweitzer and Conrad fuse; choke coil; transformers; low tension bus.

Sheet NQ. 5 shows design 'which is practically
identical with that of Sheet No. 2 except that the
structure is steel instead of wood.
Sheet No.6 shows design which is practically
identical with that of Sheet No.3 except that the
structure is steel instead of wood.
Sheet No. ,., shows design of a substation of
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3000 kv-a.
structure.

capacity~

and 22000 volts, with a steel

The equipment is arranged for a location at

the end of a circuit and consists of: high speed sphere
gap lightning arrester connected,>to line through disconnecting

s~ch;

air-break switch and operating handle;

choke coil; Schweitzer and Conrad fuse; transformers;
low tension bus; low tension disconnecting switch.
Sheet No.8 shows des ign of substation of

3000 kv-a. capacity, 33000 volts, steel structure, and
equipment similar to that of Sheet No. ".

The arrange-

ment, however, is different in that this substation is
connected to a circuit that passes through the station
instead of enQing at the station, as in design of Sheet
No.~.

Two air-break switches are arranged to

~rmit

the tap to the substation to be connected to either the
incoming or the outgoing line or to both lines in which
case the line WQjuld be continuous.

Sheet No.9 shows design of a sUbstation of
600 kv-a. capacity, 33000 volts, with a steel structure.
The equipment consists of:

oxide film lightning arrest-

er connected to line through type G-3 General Electric

Company fuse; choke coil; air-break switoh and operating handle; S~hweitzer and Oonrad fuse; metering outfit;
transformers; and low tension bus.
The foregoing designs merely illustrate possible arrangements of equipment to fulfil certain conditions.
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other designs can be based upon

tl~se,

taking into

account the different conditions and requirements in
regard to

ca~acity,

voltage, type and amount of equip-

ment, and the desired arrangement of oonnections.
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OUTDOOl~

SUBST/tT IONS OF THE UEW mrGLA.ND

TO 1NFJt COlD?iilTY

1. ;Description of t.he new 1!JTIglancl :Power System.

The Hew imgland }.JoVier Company SystEm is the
result of the growth and combination of several smaller
power systems, the most

~important

of which were

the

Connecticut Hiver Power Company and the Connecticut
Hiver J?ower Transmission Company.

Thr.ough stock owner-

ship in a holding company, called the New England

Com~ny,

other power systems are closely associated with the New
England :Power System.

The most important of these other

power systems are: the Connecticut River Power Company
of Uew Hampshire. the Bellows Falls Power Com};2ny, and
the Hhode Island :Power rrransmission Oompany.

In addition to these systems, which are
operated as a unit, the new England Power Company system
is connected to a

1a~ge

number of other systems,

some

of which are associated through ownership of stock of
both companies by the same parson or persons •

other

•

connected systems are not associated except by mutual

contract.
An examination of the diagram of the lines of

the Hew England Power System, on page ZOO

t

will show
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the interconnected lines as well as the lines of the
lJew I:lngland :Power System.

Some of the most important

of these connect eo. lines are: the line to the

power

systan of the l?all Hiver :illlectric Company, connected

near Providence; the line to the power system at New
London, connected near Erovidence; the line to
Eastern Connecticut

~ower

the

Company at Norwich, connected

at Webster; the line connecting with the Hoole-Ville and
Willimant io Lighting Oompany from Palmer; the

~uxners

lPalls :Power and Electric Company systan, connected at
Leverett; the Adirondack Power and Light Company,

connected at Adams Substation; the Colonial Light and
:Power Company, c onneeted at Charlestown; and the Edison

Electric Illum~ting Company of Boston, oonnected at
Wac.husett.

The lines shown in red are the high tension

lines of the Uew England :Power System.

The low tension

lines at 22000. volta and 13800 volts are not shown. The
central line from Readsboro,

Vermont~

across most of

the state of Massachusetts to Millbury, is operated at
110~OOO

volts.

This line is

~6

miles long, is supported

on 580 steel towers by insulators with 8 and 9 units.
'l'he conductors are 4/0 seven-strand copper.

A double

circuit 66000-volt line connects power stations No.2,

No.3, No.4, No.5, and Searsburg with the

central
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operating point at I.Iillbury.

.A similar line connects

the power station at Vernon with the substations

at

}!'it Ch.OU1"g, GarB.ner, I1eominster, Clinton, 'Narc ester and
IIillblu"'~l.

l:lror.l

thel~10-e18ctric

iiillbur;-r a similar line extends to the

station and substation at Uxbridge, and

to substations at Woonsocket,

~avnucket,

and yrovidence

(Rhocle Island), 1o"/11e1'e connection is made vlith the lTarra-

gansett

=~lectl"ic ]~ighting

J}he Hew England

COffipg.ny.

]?OYler

System diagram

ShOVlS

that

the system is arranged according to the loop or ring
plan.

Vlhen a failure or short-circuit develops on any

section of the line, that section can be cut out of
service

without interrupting service on the remainder

o:f the s;ystan.
the (IiI' ec t ion
the syst an.

'.J:his, however, may r squire a change in

of

th e flow of energy in some part s of

Jjlor the control of the oil c ircui t breakers-

which cu..lc out faulty sect; ions of the line po·wer, and overload l'"'elays are used on the

cuits.

balance{~

CLOll hIe

c ir-

On double circuits between important ffilbstations,

balanced power t and overload relays aTe 118e(1 on bo.JGh en6.8
of each circuit.

r~lhe

overload relays talee care of faults

on both lines of a double circuit ana OI troubles due to
sustained short circuits caused by failure of other
relays to function propeTly; they are given a low current
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ana

a long time setting.

On double circuit lines

betvJeen"generating s-tations t one end of each circuit
is protected by straight overload relaYSt while the
other end is protected by balalwed power and overload
relays.

The determination of the time settings of these

l"elays was an extremely difficult problem :cequiring a
study of short circuit current values for all probable
c ondi"tions and locat ions of short circuit s.

Because

each addition to the systan requirea. a repetition of
these studies and a revision of time settings, a short
circuit calculating table was constructed representing

the entire power system in miniature.
table, short circuit currents
perimentally.

c~uld

By means of this

be determined ex-

In this power systEm. where high tension

short circuits with characteristics equivalent to over
800 t OOO lev-a. may develoPt the design and arrangement
of the switching and protective equipment presents a
formidable problem.
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2. SU1?st~~~on~ of the new England Power Com:eany.
In addition to the main substat ions as indicated
on the diagram o:f the Hew ::~ingland Power System, there are

a large number OI customers' substations of small
medium capaci ty.

or

lIany of these substations are of the

outdoor type and \vere designed by the writ er but their

description vnll be omitted in preference to substations

OT the more important type.

Reduceu photostats of

original drawings, and enlarged photographs of seven
OT the more important substations of the New England

Power Company system are included in this thesis tJ

a. Ivlillbury Substation.
The original installation of the Millbury
Substation was the first large outdoor substation built

in new :illngland, and was the first attempt to operate

large water-cooled transformers, exposed to the severe
New mgland climate.

This original installation,which

is shown on page 20Z , was not designed by the

V'll"it er;

however, he had a part in the designs for the later

additions and in the ranodeling of the

substation.

This substation is located 60 miles from
Station No.2. and is the operating center of the power
systan.

Because of many additions and revisionstlittle
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of the original equipment remains.

The 66000-volt

double circUit line, from the group OI power stations
on the Deerfield l::':iver, and a similar circuit
Vernon Station via Fitchburg t Clinton and
terminate at this substation.

from

~7orcester,

It is also the tenninal

of the llDDOD-volt line from the Davis Bridge Station.
}j'rom Millbury a 66000-volt double circuit line extends
to Uxbridge, Vloonsocket, J?awtueket and Providence; and

another to Webster and Horwich.

2he switching equip-

ment of the station is arranged for interconnecting

and sectionalizing these c :i.:r:"cuit s.

The nDOaO-vol t

circuit from Davis Bridge Station terminates in autotransformers which supply the 660DO-vo1t buses and
also the 13200-volt feeder buses in the substation.
Another tap on these transformers supplies a 4000
lev-a. frequency changer set which is used in supplying energy to the Vlorcester Consolidated street Railway at a frequency of 25 cycles.

In case of emergency,

this frequency changer is inverted, supplying energy
from the street railway system to the New England

Power Company system.
The frequency changer set is housed in a brick'
building which also houses the switchboard ana provides
of:fices :for the system operator s.

This building formerly
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housed the l3200-vo1t :feeder equipment f but in 1920

an outd.oor feeder bus structure was designed and installed.

The detail drawing of this bus structure

is shown on page 222 •. Sect ion CO of this drawing
ShO\7S

that the bus structure is of the double bus type,

arranged so that any outgoing feed may be connected
through the metering outf'it and oil circuit brealr.er
to either the main or auxiliary bus by means of the

selector disconnecting switches.

Also, in case of

emergency due to failure of metering outfit or

oil

circuit breal[er, any feeder may be oonnected directly
yJith the main bus by means OI' a. shunt disconnecting

switch.

This connection also may be made when re-

pairs

adjustments are necessary on the metering

aT

equipment or oil circuit breaker, thus preventing
interruption of service to the consumer.

Section

AA of this drawing shows a similar arrangement of

connections for incoming circuits from the transformers to the buses.

This section also shows the bus

tie oil circuit breaker Which connects the two buses
together ana may be used to take theplaca of
feeder oilcircnit breaker.

any

When this connection is

desired, all the other feeders are connected to the

auxiliary bus which is energized from the transformers.
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The feeder to be arranged for emergenoy connection
is then connectea., as previously explained, to the
main bus, and the bus tie circuit breaker is connected
betvleen the main and auxiliary buses.

Section BB

shows ooth an incoming circuit from transformers and
an outgoing feeder c iJ."ouit.

On the clrawing is given

a complete material list for electrical

equipment.

A photograph of the remodeled substation is

shown

on page 203 •
b. Woonsocket Substation.

The Woonsocket Substation is located on
the double circuit line from Millbury to Providence.
On page 210

is given a photostat of a drawing show-

ing the plan view of the genel"al arrangement of

equipment.

Th:e (loubla circuit line passes through

th'e station and has suspension disconnecting switches
in each circuit on

both sides of the station. By means

of these disconnecting switches either circuit may be
opened between this substation and the adjacent substations at !i,lillbuxy and Pavvtncket.

In addition to

this sectionalizing, the circuits may be cross-connected
as, for example. the incoming L12 circuit may be
connected to the outgoing ill circuit, or the incoming
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- Kll circuit may be connected to the outgoing L12
~his

circuit.

is accomplished by means of the tie

bus and the(})reviously mentioned.} disconnecting

sVlitches.
~Chis

'Plan visitl shows the gene:ral layout

of the trans:t'ormers and the low tension eC,uipment.
One-half the

lc~

tension ecuipment is shown

in

do.tGted lines re1?l"esen"ting a future inst::..llc..: tion -

a plan, cOT11l1l0nly followed. in designing a sul)station,
for clouble .JGhe capac ity needed at .JGhe tinle of
01" it~~il1al

Two years after the original

ins "talla't ion.

ll~stal1ation,

which

the

v~s

in 1916, this remaining low

tension equipment vtas installed; and in 1920 it was
necessary to add another bank of transformers of
9000 kv-a., Vlh ich

VJaS

lightning arrester is

located at the po int vlhere the
ShO't"V"il

:in this drawing.

r.2he

lightning arresters were then relocated at the ends

of the 66000-volt buses, leading to the first two
banks of transformers.
A detailed plan of one of the low tension

bus structures isshown on page'20Q.

The transformers,

feeding this bus structure, have both 13200-volt
coils and 22000-volt coils.
res~eotively to

These coils are connected

13200 and 22000-volt transformer buses
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in delta connection.

A tap from the 13200-volt trans-

former bus is then taken around the bus structure ,
through instrument transformers, oil circuit breal:er ,.
and connect ed to the main l3200-volt bus.

~!his

shovu'Il in Section l\..A. on dravving C-539, 'Page 2.08

is

•

A

tap from the 22000-volt transformer bus is tal:en

across the substation to the 22000-volt bus structure
located on the other side of the yard.

The 22000-volt

bus structure is practically a duplicate of the 13200-

volt bus structure, except that the arrangements are
reversed.

The l3200-volt coils on the transf'ormers,

at the 22000-volt bus structure, feed the main
13200-volt bus; while the 22000-volt coils on the
transformers, at the l3200-volt bus structure, feed
the main 22000-volt bus.

The object of this arrange-

ment is to give increased r elia bilit y of service in

permitting both main loVi tension buses to be supplied
from one ban}: of transformers.
Cross Section CO on drawing C-536, page 207 ,

shows how the low tension leads from the transformers
are connected to the transformer buses; and

also

shows how a :feeder cixcuit is connected from the main
13200~volt

bUs, through the oil circuit breaker, in-

strument transformers, and disconnecting switch to
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~eeders

the outgoing line.

are connected to the

22000-volt bus structure in a similar manner-, thus ,
•

it is eviaent that these bus stru.ctures are of the
single bus type.

Because of the operating advantages

of the double bus system, these bus structures
re-desi~~ed

were

in 1920 for the double bus arrangement.

as shown in drawing H-844 t rage

22.3.

COffip9.rison of

the sectional views on this drawing with those

of

drawings 0-536 and C-539 will show the changes tbat
were made.

Section

.~~

on drawing H-844 shows the

location of the auxiliary bus and the method

of

connecting an outgoing feeder either to the main
or to the auxiliary buses by means of the selector

disconnecting switch.

This sectional view also

shows the shunt disconnecting switch vhich connects

the feeder circuit directly with the auxiliary bus
in case OI emergency, or for inspection of instrument transformers or of oil circuit breaker. It is

not possible to connect the feeder directly to the
main bus without connecting it to the auxiliary bus.

Elmergency connection to either bus was consid ered

unnecessary, due to the remote possibility of simultaneous failur e of instrument transformers, oil circuit
breaker and auxi1iary bus.
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Section BB of this drawing, H-844, shows
the method OI connect mg the transf"ormer bus, tbrongh
metering and s'WitchingequilJInent, either to the main

or to the auxiliary buses.

Also the shunt disconnect-

ing switoh permits transformer circuit to be connected
clirectly to the auxilis.ry bus in case of emergency. A

bus tie oil cirouit breaker is installed which may replace any :feeder circuit breal:er ox may tie the two
buses together as in the 11illbury Substa.JGion

low

tension bus structure.
All transformers are mounted on meals and

on standard gage tracks supported by concrete foundations.

The track makes it :possible to bring

any

transformer needing repairs into the building where
a hoist is prOVided for :r emoving the core from the

transformer.

The building also contains the switch-

board, storage battery for operating the oil circuit
breakers, motor-generator set fox charging

storage

batteries t oil and water pumPSt and a ?500 kv-a.
synchronous condenser (not shown in these drawings

as it was added at a later date).
Drawing B-48 t page 211 , shows sections and

eleuations of the substation as indicated on drawing
H-135.

The elevations show how the buses a.re arranged
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on diIferent levels in order to give sufficient clearances.

On pages 205 and 206, photographs are given

which show two views of the substation.

c. Pawtucket Substation.
fJ:he next substation on the line from lIillbury

to :erovidenc,e is the J?awtuclcet Substation.

The

high

tension lines do not pass through this substation as
at 'doonsocls:et;

~

short tap from the lines leads into

this station and termirJates there.

~·l.lso·this

substa-

tion differs from that at Vloonsoclcet in that the low

tension metering and SWitching equipment is located
indoors.

Hovlever, the general arranganent of

the

sWitching equipment is quite similar to that at Woonsocket; consequently, a description will not be given.
The plan view showing the general arrangement
of' the equipment is given in drawing F-2, page 21Z

•

Sectional and elevational views are shown in drawing
]1-10, page 213.

:Photographs show:ing views of the sub-

station are givan on pages 214

t

ZIS , and 216

•

This substation was designed before that at

Woonsocket and was formerly the terminal of the line
from Millbury.
design.

This accounts for the difference in

The substation

o~erates

at 66000 to 22000 and
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13200 volts and has capacity of 30,000 kv-a.
d. Providence Substation.
~he

?rovidence Substation provides a means

for an exchange of energy between the Hew England Power

Company and the narragansett Electric Lighting Company.
It is located adjacent to the thermo-electric

power

station OI the latter company at tide water.
The complete layout of this substation is

shown on drawing H-369. page 224.

The 50-foot towers

supporting the incoming 66000-volt lines are necessary

in order to provide sufficient clearance of these lines
over nearby buildings.

After passing through disconnect-

ing switches and oil circuit 1)reakers, the incoming high
tension lines tenninate on 66000-volt buses on the
22-foot level to \7.hich the oxide film lightning arresters
ar,e connected.

At right angles to these buses. on

the

34-foot level, are the buses leading to - the transformers.
i~

circuit brealcer is connected in one of these buses

leading to the transformers. serving as a bus tie

switch.

~he

connections are arranged so that

either

incoming circuit may be connected to either or both
tranSIormer buses.

Seotionalizing air-break switches

are installed in these transformer buses, permitting
these connections.

Similar air-break svdtches connect
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each transformer to the transformer buses, permitt ing
any transformer to betaken out of service. All load

on a transfonner must be removed by disconneoting the
low tension oil circuit breaker located in the station switch house.

The air-breal{ switoh, Which

can

interrupt only a small current, can then .be opened
breaking the magnetizing current of the transformer.
~he

low tension leads from the transformers pass

through disconnecting s\titches and underground cables

to oil circuit break:ers in the power station and thence
to the 11000 volt buses.

The transformers are of the

three-phase water cooled type, 5000 kv-a. each.

~he

station is designed for 10 transformers, or a capacity
of 50,000 kv-a.

Heference is made on this drawing

to

other drawings of standard psrts of substations as,fox
example, foundations for equipment, and details of bus
wirmg, choke COil, and insulator assembly.

A

material list giving the e"lectrical equipment is also
inc luded.

e. Adams Substation.
Th,e plan view showing the general arrangement

of equipment at the Adams substation, formerly called
the Zylonite Substation, is given on page 2.17.

The
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substation is arranged for six high tension 66000-volt

circuits- two incoming and outgoing circuits ( or two
circuits passing through the station), and two
outgoing circuits.

ii

other

study of the :plan view and also

of the view of sections and elevations given on drawing 0-526, page 218 , vlill show how either of the two
main high tension circuits may l)e sectionalized, or

how one circuit on one side of the substation may be
opened and the other circuit on the other side of the

substation may be opened, and the remaining Cil"cuit s
may be cross connected.

Thus, for example,

with

failure of No. 10 Line to No. 5 Station, and No. 9
Line to Zylonite Steam :Plant, the

(~iseormecting

switches would be opened, sectionalizing these circuits.
Then, with both high tension oil circuit breakers
closed, I-Io. 9 Line to Ho. 5 Station would be oonnected
to Iro. 10 Line to Zylonite steam J:'lant, and at

the

same time the 66000-volt transformer buses in the substation would be energized.

This sectionalization, or

cross-connectiou, of high tension lines can also

be

made when a transformer in the substation fails.

In

this event. the Burke air-brealc switches lTJould

be

opened, disconnecting the transformers from the transformer bus.
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~;:his

substation is similar to that at Paw-

tuck.et in that the low tension eCl.uipment is in the

building,with the exoeption of whe

ligh~ning

Double low tension buses are provided

arresters.

to either of which the transformer circuits can be
connected, and from ei tl~er of livhich energy may
supplied through

instrUL~ent

transformers

and

be

oil

cix'cuit bl"ealcers to outgoing 22000-volt feeders.
~:;he

bUilding contains, in addition to the lov! tension

equipment, the sWitchboard, oil and. 'water PUml?S,
tl'ansformer core lifting

hoist~

storage battery fox

operating oil circuit breakers, and motor generator
set for charging storage batteries.

The substation

is designed for a capacity of 12000 kv-a.
f.

'~Jorcester

Substation.

The ps.rt of the'/forcester Substation which
was designed by the writer is the low tension 13200volt bus strllcture, two photographs of which are given
on pages

21q

and 220.

This bus structure

is of the

double bus t;ype, arranged so that a transformer circuit

may be connected through instru.ment transformers and
oil circuit breal{ers to either OI the buses.

In case

of failure of any of this equ.ipment, the transformer
circuit may be connected directly with one of the bu.ses
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by means of a shunt disconnecting ~vitch.

The bus

tie oil circuit breaker may then be used to connect
this
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to the other bus to which the feeaer circuits

are connected.

The bus tie circuit "brea.;:er may

thus

ta}[e the place of the transformer circuit oil circuit

breaker.

In a similar way, anyone of the feeder cir-

cuits may be connected directly to the auxiliary bus
by means of the shunt disconnecting switch.

Then the

bus tie circuit breal::er may be used to connect

the

auxiliary bus to the main bus, vihich vJOuld be the bus
to which the transformer circuit would be connected.
Obviously, the bus tie c ircnit breaker can replace

only one transfoTmer circuit oil circuit breaker or
one feeder circuit oil circuit breal:er at one time.
llore extensive provisions for maintaining service
in case of emergency were not considered necessary.
g •. Vernon Switching

Statio~.

The Ver-.aon Switching Sta.tion is an example

of the large ca:pacity outdoor station used in connection with a" power station.

This use of the outdoor

station has been previously described.

.H.

cross-

sectional view of the ~owex station, designed in 1920.
is shown on drawing R-434, page 20"5.

Leads from the

alternators are connected through the low tension oil
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circuit breakers to the low tension double bus. From

these buses t leads are connectect through similar oil
circuit breakers to the low tension side of the transformers, located on the floor above.

The leads from

the high tension side of the transform.ers are connected
through the high tension oil' circuit breakers

and

through selector disconnecting switches to either the
main or auxiliary high tension buses.

These two high

tension buses are then extended beyond the end of the
station

(sho,~

in photograph on page ZZl ) to the out-

door sWitching station, the details of Vuhich are shown
in drawings H-599, and H-GOO t J?8.ges Z26

and 227

•

In sections FF and GG of drawing H-599 the
leads from the power station auxiliary and main buses

are shown entering the switching station.

These sec-

tions also show the main and auxiliary buses of the
sWitching station and the means of connecting the
power sta.1Gion buses to these buses.

In the same

bay. with the leads from the power station auxiliary

bus. the 66000-vol t Keene line is ~onnected through

disconnecting switches and oil circuit breaker to
selector disconnecting switches which permit the line
to be connected 'either to the main or to the auxiliary
b11s.

An indoor type of oil circuit breaker, formerly
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locat ad inside the power station, was useo. in this

c ircnit and protected. by a steel frame house covered.
with corrugated steel and asbestos board.

The leads

enter and leave house th:cough standard wall bushings.

In the right hand part of section GG is shown

the

provision for a future line to Keene; at present it
is being used :for a bus tie oil circuit breaker, the
uses being similar to those described for bus tie circuit breakers in other sub'stations.
The cross-sectional view of the rffilaining
two bays of the station is shown in section 33, drawing £-600.

In these bays are connected, on one side,

the clonble circuit 66000-volt lines to Worcester and

to Shelburne Falls.

The C01TIl9ctions axe arranged in

a s:ilnilar manner as for the Keene line: from selector
disconnecting switches permitting connection to either

66000-volt OUS, through oil circuit breakers, and
disconnecting switches.

The 80-foot

towers,su~'Porting

the Worcester lines, are neoessary in order to :provide

suffioient clearanoe of conduotor over the Connecticut
r~iver"

in a span o:f 1.500 :feet.

The potential trans-

:formers shown connected to the Shelburne ]'a118 lines

are for the purpose of synchronizing between this
power station and that at Shelburne Falls.

Lightning
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arresters; shown III elevation DD, are connected to
both the main ana. to the auxiliary buses.
A material list on drawing H-600 gives all

the electrical equipment of the station and

item

numbers show the location of the equi'pment.

./llso

t

a list of reference drawings is given in oonnection
l7ith the conduit plan for the station, the steel

structure design, and the foundation plan.

h. Conclusion.
The outdoor substations which have been
describea. in the preceeding pages have bean selected

as representatives of the usual types of this kind
of installation.

To summarize briefly, the

types may

be classified as follows:

(1) •

The ou.tdoor substation in which practically
all equipnent is of the outdoor type, with

the sv'vi tchboard and some auxiliary equipment
in a bUilding, as at the Millbury and the
Woonsocket Substations.
(2).

The outdoor substation in which the high
tension eqUipment is of the outdoor type,
with the low tension ecruipment in a building.

as at the :Pawtucket and the Adams Substa.tions.
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(3).

The outdoor snbstation in which most
of the high t ension

ec~ui}?ment

is in a

bUilding and the low tension equipment

of the outdoor type. as in the 1iforcester
S"ubstat ion.
(4).

The outdoor station used in connection
with a power s·tation, vdth transformers

and high tension buses outdoors. as at the
Providence Substation.
( 5) •

r~he

outdoor station used in connection

v1i th a power atation as a high tension swi tch-

ing station with transformers located indoors.
as at Vernon Outdoor S\vitching Station.
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FACTS

OF INTEREST

DAM
This dam is the highest earth dam in the world' built by the modified hydraulic fill method. The size, and
the speed w~th which it is being constructed, makes it one of the most interesting construction 'jobsunder way
at the present time. The first earth was placed in June 1922 and the dam will be completed December 1, 1923.
Cold weather prevented work from January 1 to April 15, 1923.

200 ft.
1300 ft.
25 ft.
1250 ft.
1525 ft.
154 sq. mi.

Height
Width of Base
Width of Crest
Length of Crest
Elevation of Crest above sea level
Drainage Area (below Somerset)

Volume in Dam ..'............... 1,900,000 cu. yds.
Area covered by Dam
18 acres
Number of Steam Shovels
8
Number of Standard Gauge Locomotives
15
Number of large Dump Cars
102

DIVERSION TUNNEL
dam.
out.

The diversion tunnel was constructed large enough to carry any probable flood during the construction of the
It was started February 1, 1922, and completed September 15, 1922. It is lined with concrete through-

1500 ft.

Length

20;000 cubic feet per second

Capacity
22~

Diameter

ft.

SPILLWAY
The spillway is unique in design, being circular in shape and resembling an inverted phonograph horn, or
morning glory blossom. Water discharged over the edge of this spillway will drop vertically 180 feet and discharge through the lower end of the diversion tunnel, which will be plugged near the upper end upon completion of the dam.
Capacity
30,000 cu. ft. per sec.
Diameter at top
160 ft.
Rock excavation
30,000 cu. yds.
Diameter at throat
22Jh ft.
5,000 cu. yds.
Concrete
Spillway length
500 ft.
Elevation below top of dam
14 ft.

RESERVOIR
The reservoir formed by the big dam will be 10 miles long and will cover an area of 3 1h square miles. Railro~d, highways, schools and cemeteries, have been relocated, and the area cleared of buildings and all growth.
Railroad relocated
Work started
Work completed
Highways discontinued
New highways
Cemeteries moved
D~te of filling
Maximum depth

8 miles
December 1922
December 1923
14 miles
4 miles
3
March 1924
185 ft.

Area flooded
Woodland
Pasture and meadow
Length
,
Capacity
Maximum operating drawdown

2200 acres
'. . . . . .. 800 acres
1400 acres
10 miles
38,000,000,000 gals.
5,000,000,000 cu. ft.
115,000 acre ft.
90 ft.

PRESSURE TUNNEL
The pressure tunnel runs in a straight line from the dam to the power house.
It is located entirely in a
mi~a schist rock and. will be lined throughout with concrete.
Work was started September 1922.
Excavation
will be completed in November 1923 and the lining completed by April 1, 1924.
Work is carried on from 4
headings, working 2 shifts per 24 hours.
Length
Diameter
Nqrmal Capacity

21j2 miles
14 feet
1,400 cubic feet per second

Minimum thickness of lining
Concrete lining

6 inches
20,000 cu. yds.

SURGE TANK AND PENSTOCKS
Inside the main tank is a
The surge tank is of a type known as the Johnson Differential Surge Tank.
vertical 8 ft. diameter pipe rising nearly to the top. Because of the 90 foot draw on the reservoir for storage
use the tank is of exceptional height.
Height
Diameter
Plate thickness-maximum
Rivet diameter-maximum

184 feet
34 feet
1;i inches
l:1h inches

Weight
Penstock weight-each
Diameter
Plate thickness-maximum

450
350
9
1

tons
tons
feet
inch

POWER HOUSE
The power house is of steel-brick construction with cast stone trimmings.
and will be completed December 1923.
Number of units (2 at present)
Capacity each unit
Maximum head
Minimum Head
Mean head
Wheel-vertical single runner
Generators-each
Generating Voltage

Work was started September 1922

3
20,000 H. P.
390 ft.
300 ft.
350 ft.
360 r. p. m.
16,000 K. V. A.
6600 V oItI5

TRANSMISSION LINE
The new transmission line to handle this new power extends from Readsboro, V~rmont to Millbury, Massachusetts, from which point it will be distributed.
'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 76 miles
Length of line
Number of towers
580
Height of towers
50 to 70 feet
Conductors (3 at present) .. 6 No. 4/0-7 str. copper
Ground wires (1 at present) 2-7/16in. 7str. cru. steel
Insulators
8 and 9 units

Voltage
Right of way width
Work started
To be completed
Men employed
Construction camps

110,000 volts
250 feet
Jan. 1, 1923
Mar. 1, 1924
200
6

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
Power Construction Company, Worcester, Mas~.
(Subsidiary of the New England Company)

GONSULTING ENGINEERS
J. G. White Engineering Corporation, New York

SUB·CONTRACTORS

I"
~.1

Diversion tunnel and spillway shaft
/'
Rollin Construction Corp., New York ';:.
Earth dam
" ................................•...... W. F. Carey Co., Inc., New York C.
Power tunnel
Mason & Hanger Co., Inc., New York 'd
Power house
~
L. H. Shattuck, Inc., Manchester, N. H.
Surge tank ...............................•... :
'
Riter-Conley Co., Pittsburg
Penstocks ~""""""""".""""""""""""""""""'" Lancaster Iron Works, Lancaster, Pa.
Turbines
Allis-Chalmers Co., Milwaukee
Electrical equipment
:
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Transmission line towers
American Bridge Co., New York

MISCELLANEOUS
Number of men employed (August 1923)
1,500
Estin;ated cost including transmission line $10,000,000
All Items of work except those which have. been subcontracted are being handled by the Power ConstruCtion Company.
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